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The U.S.-Mexico border, some of those who cross it say, is not really a border
but a scar. Will it heal?
Carlos Fuentes 1

Success is relative.
T.S. Eliot 2
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Introduction

The inquiry driving this research is rooted in the physical and cultural contexts
of the Tijuana/San Diego region where Mexico and the United States
converge. The catalyst for the investigation began with an art exhibition that
opened in December 2012 and ran through June 2014 at the Museum of
Contemporary Art San Diego – MCASD – with the aim at highlighting artists in
the permanent collection who, according to the curators, are from Tijuana and
San Diego concurrently.3 At that point it was the largest display of the
museum’s permanent collection ever to be presented to the public. The
purpose was to showcase the works of the Tijuana/San Diego artists that had
been acquired over a fifty-year period.
Further investigation into the artists who were celebrated in that exhibition led
to the discovery that the majority of the purported Tijuana artists had
previously been included in a pivotal exhibition, which was also organized by
the MCASD. In order to discover more about those artists specifically, the
focus of this inquiry became the forty-one artists associated with Tijuana who
had participated in the MCASD’s 2006-2007 Strange New World Art and
Design from Tijuana/Extraño Mundo Nuevo Arte y Diseño Desde Tijuana.
The objective of this research focuses on answering the following three
questions: First, have any of these forty-one artists been able to establish
success in the art world beyond being celebrated in that specific exhibition?
Second, if the answer for any of the artists is yes, have those artists lost,
sustained or increased success in the art world since 2006? Third, can
success criteria be identified that influence and perhaps even determine
greater success for these artists?
The exploration leading up to and in search for the answers to these three
questions involves an interdisciplinary approach. The foundation of which is
grounded in an eclectic range of disciplines and published research. The
3

See the following press release that was updated after the show had opened:
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following is a brief summary of the essential literature underpinning this
study.4
1.1

Literature Review

A significant gap exists in the published research. There is a strong need for
more attention on the artists’ careers and success, both degrees of
achievement and the contributing factors, in order to more thoroughly
understand the mechanisms and driving forces of the art world, which
invariably influence artistic production.
Many art historians, sociologists, other scientists and critics have focused
primarily on interpreting the artworks’ aesthetic attributes and socio-historical
significance. These inquiries dominate established research. Any one field
alone does not adequately cover the breadth of necessary investigational
approaches and perspectives required to fully understand the complexities
and interrelationships between artists, their works and larger societal contexts
– including the art market.
While any single discipline on its own therefore is limited in its exact
application to this study, a combination of prevailing literature is greatly
utilized in connection to this inquiry. The following academic fields and
scholars – which are not to be considered mutually exclusive – are principal
among the influential thinkers, ideas and writings that informed the foundation
of this inquiry.
1.1.1 Art History and Theory
The widely regarded Art Since 1900 by Foster, Krauss, Bois and Buchloh has
been an essential resource to understand the historical development of
contemporary art. Volume 2 – 1945 to the Present5, specifically informed
features of the historical evolution leading up to the time and context of this
study. Especially insightful is the Roundtable – The predicament of
4

Beyond the sources emphasized in the Literature Review, a number of others were also
consulted during this research. The Bibliography provides more details.
5
Note the book’s timeline and coverage ends in 2003.
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contemporary art at the close of the book in which the authors document a
conversation they had about their various perspectives:
We’ve structured our entries on twentieth-century art through the
analytical perspectives that each of us tends to favor: Hal’s is a
psychoanalytic view; Benjamin’s, a social-historical view; Yve-Alain’s, a
formalist and structuralist view; and mine, a poststructuralist view. One
way to look back on the development of postwar art is to consider what
happened to those methodological tools—how their relevance grew or
diminished.6
The availability of and access to their conversation allowed the opportunity to
reflect on their selection of theoretical preferences that have informed their
opinions. Particularly relevant to this research is the following dialog:
YAB: It’s too early to say. But we can say now that there’s an
unbelievably sharp acceleration in artistic production and reception in
many countries as a result of globalization.
RK: One possible positive of globalization is the internationalism of the
art world today. This was very important in the early aspirations of the
avant-garde—to turn away from nationalist culture and to move into a
set of international connections.
HF: But, […] that aspiration was often driven by faith in socialist
revolution. What social projects guide the present internationalism?
BB: Corporate culture.7
This is one of many examples of how the collection by Foster et al. provided a
synthesis of multiple academic scaffolds through which to view the artists and
their works in this study, especially as they relate to contemporary artistic
production and emerging art markets.

6

Foster, H. (2007). Art since 1900: Modernism, antimodernism, postmodernism. New York:
Thames & Hudson. Volume 2 1945 to the present. p. 671.
7
Ibid. p. 678.
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The work of Donald Preziosi, as well as Claire Farago is instrumental in
critically viewing art history, namely its role and relevance as an academic
science. Their collective work, through the book Art is not what you think it is,
provided more opportunity to reflect on the significance of art in a global
context. Their essay Intersections of the Local and the Global is especially
helpful. In it they raise the following question:
If artworks “mean” differently under different conditions, and if even
“art” itself may be a local or culturally specific idea, could there be a
responsibly transcultural perspective on art and artifice?8
Given the international nature of this inquiry, their question strongly related to
the consideration of the artists and their works focused on during this
research, principally when wondering how they pertain to a global versus local
context. Preziosi and Farago further assert the following:
The point to bear in mind is the coexistence of multiply interacting
tendencies in signifying practices. At the same time, any system of
belief invariably coexists with inflections, alternatives, replacements,
and transformations.9
The cross channeling influence of the multiple perspectives among various
members of the art world and their interests is fundamental to this research.
Hans Belting and his colleagues also offer important work about the impact of
globalization on the art world and its resulting plurality. Essential to this study
was their volume The Global Contemporary and the Rise of New Art Worlds.
This comprehensive collection greatly provided understandings about wideranging topics related to art in a globalized context. Among the many helpful
essays, the following, from the section Eight Views from an Exhibition, are
particularly noteworthy: “World Art.” The Curiosity Cabinet in Postcolonial
Times; Boundary Matters. The Practice of Art After Modernity; Networks and
Systems. Globalization as a Subject; Art as Commodity: The New Economy
8

Preziosi, D., & Farago, C. (2012). Art is not what you think it is. Chichester, West Sussex:
Wiley-Blackwell. p.94.
9
Ibid. p. 113.
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and the Art Markets; and Lost in Translation: New Artists’ Biographies.10
Collectively these provided insights as well as many more questions and
thoughts that motivated the inquiry.
1.1.2 Latin American Studies
The work of anthropologist, cultural critic and philosopher Néstor García
Canclini is essential in grasping an understanding of postmodern cultural
hybridity – especially focused on and evident in the Americas. His work is
critical in grounding any sound inquiry regarding Latin America and its varied
artistic production.
Among Canclini’s many writings, his book Art Beyond Itself: Anthropology for
a Society Without a Story Line11 is important to highlight. His following essays
provided inspiration: Aesthetics and Social Sciences: Converging Doubts,
which lent to the paradoxical attempt to quantify the subjective. In the chapter
Reappropriating Objects: Art, Marketing, or Culture? Canclini writes about
artists who refuse to represent brands. This contributed to questions about the
extent to which artists themselves are brands. Another critical contribution is
Unsure Localizations in which Canclini writes about the need for art to remain
free to heterogeneous expressions in spite of an ever-homogenous world:
We live in the age of unframed art. Art has come off the canvas,
refuses to represent a country, aims at making society without religious
or political pressures. Nonetheless canvases are still being painted,
nations (both central and peripheral) still exist under globalization,
global society is broken, and interculturality can’t be attained through
homogenizing totalizations.12
Canclini’s perspectives are especially informative as they relate to the
questions raised throughout this inquiry regarding the homogenization of art.
10

Thoroughly consult Belting, H., Buddensieg, A., & Weibel, P. (2013). The global
contemporary and the rise of new art worlds: ZKM, Center for Art and Media, Karlsruhe,
[September 17, 2011-February 5, 2012]. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press.
11
Canclini, N., & Frye, D. (2014). Art beyond itself: Anthropology for a society without a story
line. Durham, NC: Duke University Press.
12
Ibid. p.101.
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The writings of Gloria Anzaldúa are critical to the philosophical dialog about
the concept of borders and how they are not only external physical
manifestations, but also internal to one’s psyche. In addition, through her
writings published in her classic book Borderlands: La Frontera = The New
Mestiza, Anzaldúa eloquently describes the physicality and intentions that
inform the consciousness as well as sub-consciousness of the border and
those who are connected to it:
The U.S.-Mexican border es una herida abierta [an open wound] where
the Third World grates against the first and bleeds. And before a scab
forms it hemorrhages again, the lifeblood of two worlds merging to form
a third country—a border culture. Borders are set up to define the
places that are safe and unsafe, to distinguish us from them. A border
is a dividing line, a narrow strip along a steep edge. A borderland is a
vague and undetermined place created by the emotional residue of an
unnatural boundary. It is in a constant state of transition.13
Through her writing Anzaldúa poetically captures a spiritual essence that is
vital to understanding the myriad cultural nuances along the U.S.-Mexico
Border region and how they infuse the artists and artworks related to the area.
Professor of City and Regional Planning, as well as culturally critical author
Michael Dear writes extensively about the need to repair the divide between
the United States and Mexico. In his book, written in collaboration with
Gustavo Leclerc, Postborder City: Cultural Spaces of Bajalta California, Dear
and Leclerc elaborate on what they refer to as the Postborder Condition and
how it is reflected through the “transcendental, transnational aesthetic”14 of art
and urbanism “in an increasingly post-national world”15. Their book focuses
specifically on the artistic production and influences in the area, which they
illustrate as “The vast metropolis stretching from Los Angeles in the north to

13

Anzaldúa, G. (2012). Borderlands: The new mestiza = la frontera (4th ed.). San Francisco:
Aunt Lute Books. This book was originally published in 1987. It is a classic and indispensible
read for anyone interested in Latin America.
14
Dear, M., & Leclerc, G. (2003). Postborder city: Cultural spaces of Bajalta California. New
York: Routledge.
15
Ibid.
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Tijuana and Mexicali in the south [that] heralds a new form – the Postborder
city”.16
Their work describes how in spite of a political severance in 1848 between
Mexico and the United States, that officially and virtually drew a line through
the sand dividing the Mexican state of Baja California from the U.S. state of
(Alta) California, it has never been a sustainable separation. They argue for
and demonstrate evidence of the “reunification of Alta and Baja California, in
the global metropolis [which they] refer to as “Bajalta” California.17
Dear and Leclerc’s decisive work provided an essential lens through which to
view the artists and works in this inquiry. While grounded, these artists are
simultaneously standing on shifting sands. They have emerged from and are
contributing to seismic shifts of sociological changes that continue to manifest
in a postmodern world.
1.1.3 Sociology of the Art Market
Among the many stimuli for this inquiry, was the question about how
successful artists from the U.S.-Mexican corner of the world can be on a
global scale and whether there are specific influential factors – including those
that are sociological. The vital and particularly relevant work of Alain Quemin,
Olav Velthuis and Marta Herrero were indispensible to this inquiry and
provided inspiration. In addition, Isabelle Graw stirred pertinent ideas.
Individually and collectively, these scholars unveil many intricacies of the art
market in its societal context. Paramount from their discoveries is the
indication that art cannot be viewed as separate from societal – and economic
– influences. Also, critically important is the evidence illuminating that in spite
of globalization, the art world – at least in terms of its commercial centers – is
not yet as pluralized and global as some would argue.18 All roads, it appears,
still lead to—New York.

16

Ibid.
Ibid.
18
See the Bibliography for the various sources from these authors.
17
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The above work greatly motivated the following exploration. The various
investigative paths all crossed and became anchored by a common thread
that remains tethered to the border between Mexico and the United States.19
1.2

Additional Overview

Chapter Two describes the cities and exhibitions that, in addition to the artists,
are central to the inspiration for this study. Chapter Three outlines the
selection process, materials and methodology applied to the analysis. Chapter
Four summarizes in greater detail the findings and themes for discussion.
Chapter Five concludes with the salient points clarified through this inquiry
and offers suggestions for further research.
1.3

Caveats and Justifications

While attempting to understand if success criteria for artists can be identified,
and what the determining conditions are exactly, the author acknowledges the
scope of this paper is limited to a specific selection of artists. The small
quantity of artists focused on in the analysis does not attempt to completely
represent all the artists who have emerged from or been linked to the
Tijuana/San Diego region. Moreover, the artists’ strong association with a
specific geographical location raises questions about the application of the
findings to artists living elsewhere in the world. It is also recognized that an
19

To see a powerful image that served as a continual source of inspiration during this inquiry,
see Stefan Falke’s photograph of Raechel Running as she faces the U.S.-Mexico Border
Wall: http://borderartists.com/2015/02/02/raechel-running/. Falke, whose larger body of work
also greatly stimulated this study, took the photo as part of an important project focused on
the border. See LA FRONTERA: Artists along the US Mexican Border. (n.d.). Retrieved
September 2, 2013, from http://borderartists.com. Another important and inspiring qualitative
project involving interviews and studio visits with artists to consult is: In the Make – Studio
Visits with West Coast Artists, http://inthemake.com.
Also greatly informative and fundamental to the bigger picture within which this research is
framed are the following highly recommended sources: Kun, J. (2012). Tijuana dreaming: Life
and art at the global border. Durham, NC: Duke University Press; Barron, S., & Art, I. (2000).
Reading California: Art, image, and identity, 1900-2000; [publ. in conjunction with the
exhibition Made in California: Art, Image, and Identity, 1900-2000, held at the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art from October 2000 to March 2001], Los Angeles County. Berkeley,
Calif. [u.a.: Univ. of California Press; Olea, H. Ramírez, M., & Ybarra-Frausto, T. (2012).
Resisting categories: Latin American and/or Latino. New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press
and Olea, H. (2006). Versions and inversions: Perspectives on avant-garde art in Latin
America. Houston: Museum of Fine Arts. Additionally and crucially important is Joseph, G. &
Henderson, T. (2002). The Mexico reader: History, culture, politics. Durham, NC: Duke
University Press.
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effort to define success is open to scrutiny – for any definition is relative to
numerous interpretations and subjective opinions. Furthermore, the tools
applied to measure success in this analysis are being developed and are not
to be assumed flawless. The reasoning behind the choice of tools utilized for
this investigation, as opposed to other possibilities, is explained in Chapter
Three.
Given these parameters, any attempt at making generalizations based on this
research needs to be validated through further investigation – suggestions of
which, as mentioned previously, are given in Chapter Five. Despite the
boundaries however, the work here attempts to make a meaningful
contribution to the evolving conversation about contemporary art emerging
from the northern-most frontier of Latin America. Albeit small, the group of
artists selected is significant. On such a large scale, they were the first to
collectively represent Tijuana and its importance as an artistic hub in the
world. By focusing on them, the intention is to help develop understanding of
the immense topic of Art emerging from Latin America – its diversity and
market – by hopefully amplifying and magnifying a substantial aspect of at
least one of its many facets.
To proceed, the following chapter offers a contextual overview in order to
become oriented in the Tijuana/San Diego region of Bajalta California – where
Mexico and the United States coalesce and artists have the potential to thrive.
2

Artists and Exhibitions in Context

The artists focused on in this research come from or have at one time been
strongly associated with the area of Tijuana/San Diego. This chapter first
provides a concise look at the physical and cultural landscape. Then, a
synopsis is given of the two landmark exhibitions at the MCASD, which
served as the impetuses for this inquiry.

9

2.1

Tijuana/San Diego Region

The cities of Tijuana and San Diego are positioned at the juncture where the
supposed, and debatable, First World meets the so-called Third World. On the
North American continent’s edge in the southwest corner of the United States
and the northwest corner of Mexico, the two countries touch and intersect
each other. To the east is the vastly extensive Sonoran desert and to the west
the largest ocean in the world – The Pacific (see Figures 1 and 4).

Figure 1: Map of the USA. Pointing to the Tijuana/San Diego Region.20
In order to fully appreciate the cultural heritage and intricacies of this region, it
must be remembered that prior to the year 1848 – only one hundred sixtyseven years ago – the immense majority of land that makes up the greater
southwest portion of the United States was in fact Mexico (see Figure 2).
Between 1846-1848 – on the eve of the globally resounding California Gold
Rush – the Mexican-American War resulted in Mexico losing almost half of its
territory. In spite of the region becoming officially incorporated into the United
States of America, many of its people, land and culture remain firmly rooted in

20

Created using Google Maps. Retrieved on April 3, 2015.
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earth that on both sides of the international border is indisputably Latin
American.21
Marcos Ramírez ERRE, who is one of the artists focused on in this study,
described the dualistic and interconnected cultural environment that informs
the identity of many people from this complex area:
I am transborder; I have a foot on this side and one on the other […] I
feel that I have two nationalities. I definitely have two cultures, an
American one – I move like a fish in water over there and I know how
things function there – and mine here from Tijuana. So I feel like I am
double […] It is not half, you are not two halves that make up one thing
that is hybrid, but you are double: you are 100% American and 100%
Mexican. Because being Mexican or being American does not mean
that you are a solid color, you are various tones […] you don't have
halves, that's not how it works [...] you are both. It is the pride of being
both; you have things from one and things of the other. I am more.22
The cultural roots of artists such as ERRE have continued to grow, deeply
interweaving under any imposed fence. Their artworks – Latin American Art –
therefore as a cultural expression, implicitly or explicitly, does not stop at the
border, but rather develops from and reflects both sides.

21

Among numerous resources on the history, dispute over and violation of the 1848 Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo, which ended the Mexican-American War, see Acuña, R. (2000).
Occupied America: A history of Chicanos (4th ed.). New York: Longman. Also to learn more
about the confrontation of cultures, beginning in 1492 with the first critical mass of Europeans
– the Spanish – led by Christopher Columbus and crew to occupy the Americas, see Fuentes,
C. (1992). The Buried Mirror: Reflections on Spain and the New World. New York: Houghton
Mifflin Company. For another critical reflection, see Paz, O. (1993). El laberinto de la soledad;
Postdata; Vuelta a El laberinto de la soledad (2a ed.). México: Fondo de Cultura Económica.
Namely, his essays El pachuco y otros extremos and Conquista y Colonia are fundamental.
22
Segment of interview with ERRE taken from: Diaz, M. (2014, January 30). Marcos Ramirez
ERRE on Oil, Soccer, and National Sovereignty. Retrieved March 9, 2015, from
http://www.kcet.org/arts/artbound/counties/los-angeles/marcos-ramirez-erre-museum-of-latinamerican-art.html.
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Figure 2: Map. USA Acquisition of Mexico’s Northern Territory.23
There is a widely extensive zone both north and south of the US-Mexico
border that is considered a “Third Nation”24 (see Figure 3). Here it is not easily
identifiable or obvious in which culture or sides of the boundary line people
more strongly affiliate themselves. More often rather, many from the border
region strongly identify with this cultural space that is an amalgamation. While
for some the blends may be difficult to define, it is well worth the effort. The
multifaceted and deeply layered diversity found here enrich the cultural milieu
that allows for endlessly compelling artistic production.

23

Retrieved from: http://thomaslegion.net on April 7, 2015.
Dear, M. (2013). Why walls won't work: Repairing the US-Mexico divide. New York: Oxford
University Press. In this source, see Dear’s essays: Third Nation before the Wall, Third Nation
of the Mind and Third Nation Interrupted.
24
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Figure 3: Map. Highlighted Area Shows the Region Along the 1,933-Mile
(3,110 km) Border Between Mexico and the USA.25

Figure 4: Map. View of the Proximity Between Tijuana and San Diego.26
Daily the border crossing between Tijuana and San Diego is the most
traversed international land border anywhere in the world.27 Despite attempts
by some to keep the two cities separated, Tijuana and San Diego continue to
join and become increasingly interwoven – culturally, economically, physically
and politically.

25

Retrieved from: https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RS21729.pdf on April 7, 2015.
Source unknown.
27
Retrieved from http://blum.ucsd.edu/CultureSurvey.html on April 7, 2015.
26
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Figure 5: Photograph. (n.d.) Adjacency of Tijuana and San Diego.28
From a distance, it easily appears as if the two cities are one (see Figure 5).
Nevertheless, politicians, other officials and self-appointed vigilantes continue
to reinforce the border wall between the countries (see Figures 6-8).29

28

Ibid.
For more on the history of and efforts to fortify the border between the United States and
Mexico, see Dear, M. (2013). Why walls won't work: Repairing the US-Mexico divide. New
York: Oxford University Press. Especially helpful is his essay Fortress USA. Also, the physical
features on both sides are interesting. From the air, the density of urban sprawl on the
Tijuana side is visible. Its northwestern point along the ocean marks the location of Tijuana’s
bullring: http://www.borderbullfights.com. On the north U.S. side, there is a nature preserve
that also serves as a buffer between the two countries: http://trnerr.org. (See Figure 8).
29
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Artists, both from the area and further afield, continue to be inspired by the
tensions these frictions create.30 This study focuses on a group of such artists
who are linked to the international Bajalta California region connecting Mexico
and the United States. Specifically, this study seeks to uncover how far artists
from this region, especially from the south side of the fence, are able to break
through and transcend borders, and whether there are particular factors that
enable them to do so.

Figure 6: Photograph. (2014). Border Fence between San Diego and Tijuana.
William Allen.31

30

A particularly useful source regarding the site-specific function of the border is, Sheren, I.
(2009, November 7). From the Trojan Horse to the Human Cannonball: InSite at the U.S.Mexico Border, 1997-2005. Transnational Latin American Art, 1st International Forum for
Graduate Students and Emerging Scholars. Conference Presentation conducted from
University of Texas, Austin.
31
Retrieved from: http://seeingdata.org/visualising-life-us-mexico-border/ on March 3, 2015.
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Figure 7: Photograph. (2011). U.S. Border Patrol Agents Looking Across the
Tijuana River from the U.S. Side. Charlie Neuman.32

32

Retrieved from: http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2011/apr/02/us-mexico-border-secureenough/ on March 3, 2015.
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Figure 8: Photograph. (2012). Aerial View of the Border Fence Extending into
the Pacific Ocean. Juan Val Verde.33
33

Retrieved from: https://therepublika.wordpress.com/tag/tijuana/ on March 3, 2015.
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2.2

The Very Large Array

As introduced earlier, beginning in December 2012 the Museum of
Contemporary Art San Diego launched an exhibition celebrating the
acquisitions of local artists collected by the museum over fifty years.34 Another
goal was to show how the two cities are linked through art – with the museum
positioned strategically in the center.35 The Very Large Array: San Diego /
Tijuana Artists in the MCA Collection36 was the largest showcase of any
works from the museum’s permanent collection ever before shown at one
time to the public (see Figures 9 and 10). In an interview conducted at the
opening, Museum Director, CEO and Chief Curator Hugh Davies37 said:
What is unique and special about the lower left-hand corner of the
United States is that San Diego meets Tijuana. Two very important,
large cities of two different countries rub up against each other and we
are mutually dependent and we reinforce one another. And the culture
that has occurred here is a result of that synergy between the two
countries and between the two cities. And this Tale of Two Cities I think
is told very well in this exhibition. […] I am particularly proud that of the
hundred and two artists that are in the show, twenty-five percent are
from “Tiajuana” and seventy-five percent are from San Diego over a
fifty-year period. But, if you go back for just the last ten years, it’s much
closer to fifty-fifty. It’s the way it should be. So, tonight at the opening,
it’s just a fantastic celebration of creativity and art of twin cities.38
34

For more on the history of the museum, see http://www.mcasd.org/about/history.
On the history of the museum and its marketing, see: King, E., & Hyland, A. (2006). C/id:
Visual identity and branding for the arts. London: Laurence King. p. 116-119.
36
“Referencing the famous group of immense astronomical radio telescopes in the New
Mexico desert, The Very Large Array nods to the vast spectrum of objects assembled in
MCASD’s collection and to the ability of artists to connect us to something much larger than
ourselves. Featuring more than one hundred artists and representing five decades of
collecting, this expansive exhibition of Museum acquisitions highlights many of the region’s
most beloved and accomplished artists. With two-dimensional works displayed in a salonstyle installation, the white cube space at the center of the room presents focused, thematic
selections, which change seasonally.” Retrieved from http://www.mcasd.org/exhibitions/verylarge-array-san-diegotijuana-artists-mca-collection.
37
Hugh M. Davies received his Ph.D. from Princeton University and he is the MCASD David
C. Copley Director and CEO. He has been in a leadership role with the museum since 1983.
He is also an associate professor with the UCSD Department of Visual Arts. For more, see
http://visarts.ucsd.edu/faculty/hugh-m-davies.
38
The Very Large Array - MCASD. (2013). Retrieved November 2, 2014, from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UQxvu5o9PQ.
35
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Figure 9: Photograph. (2012). “The Very Large Array displays every San
Diego and Tijuana artist in the MCASD permanent collection.” Eduardo
Contreras.39
The statement by Davies may give the impression that this particular
collection of artists and works are of great importance to the MCASD. The
exhibition was after all the largest of the permanent collection ever produced
by the museum. Davies’s own words reflect his pride for the collection’s
inclusion of local artists, and he particularly emphasized his satisfaction with
the increase of artists from Tijuana. Curiously however, no catalog was
published in connection with the show.40
Apart from limited information available through the museum’s website and
published articles, uncovering more details from the museum about the artists
and their works is challenging. What is known is that in order to have been
39

Chute, J. (2012). MCASD's 'Very Large Array' celebrates regional artists. San Diego UnionTribune.
40
For more insights into the MCASD and the perspectives of Director Hugh Davies, see the
following interview/conversation he had in April of 2014 with the Laguna Art Museum Director
Malcom Warner. Other than one quick anecdote by Davies about a woman in New York
thinking San Diego is in Mexico, neither of these museum directors mentions Tijuana’s
proximity to their institutions or any advantages to being close to Mexico. See:
Inside the Museum: Hugh Davies. (2014, April 1). Retrieved February 1, 2015, from
https://vimeo.com/94453147.
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considered for the exhibition – and for that matter as an artist “from” Tijuana
or San Diego – the works in the selection from the collection had to have been
created by an artist who had any link to one of the cities. It was not necessary
therefore for the artists to have been born or raised in either of the two cities.
In fact, the majority of these artists are not originally from San Diego or
Tijuana, nor are they living there currently.
In addition to Davies, the curator Jill Dawsey41 described the exhibition and
explained the criteria for inclusion at the opening:
It’s a picture of time and space in different directions. Because it’s
artists who have either resided in San Diego in the past or who live and
work here in the present or who were maybe just born here. So we
were trying to be as inclusive as possible. Um, so it gives you kind of
people who have been here and artists who have made an impact on
the landscape. […] I think of the salon-style hanging as giving you a
sense of what it’s like to go in the storage vaults of the museum and to
see these works that very sort of fortuitously come together on the
racks and many of these works came to the collection as museum
purchases, so they were part of a more strategic desire on our part to
collect local artists from San Diego and Tijuana. But many, many
others came to us as donations and in that way it is again fortuitous
and it’s more, um, about the generosity of people who make these
gifts, but who have their own eccentric or idiosyncratic, or you know
just their own interests as collectors. And of course these are objects
we want that come to us, but I’m just saying that there’s a mix and
there’s a great heterogeneity of objects. And so, in some ways it also
reflects the collecting landscape and not just, you know, the art
landscape of San Diego.42

41

Jill Dawsey is an associate curator at MCASD. She received her Ph.D. in art history from
Stanford University and is herself originally from San Diego. For more on her biography, see
https://www.mcasd.org/blog/mcasd-welcomes-new-associate-curator-jill-dawsey.
42
The Very Large Array - MCASD. (2013). Retrieved November 2, 2014, from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UQxvu5o9PQ.
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Intriguingly, in the interview Dawsey emphasized the city, artists and
collectors of San Diego more than those from Tijuana. Perhaps this reflects
the museum’s location and orientation in San Diego on the north U.S. side of
the border. Historically as an institution, the curators, sponsors and trustees
have not been predominantly focused on their local resources. In more recent
years however, the museum has modified its mission and mandate to include
local artists and celebrate them as assets, including those from south of the
border.43

Figure 10: Photograph. (2012). The Very Large Array: San Diego/Tijuana
Artists in the MCASD Collection. Pablo Mason.44

43

See www.mcasd.org to read more about the history of the museum and its mission. In
addition, consult Teagle, R., & Art, S. (2006). Strange new world: Art and design from
Tijuana= Extraño nuevo mundo: Arte y diseño desde Tijuana. La Jolla, Calif.: Museum of
Contemporary Art San Diego. A timeline of the MCASD’s exhibitions related to the border is
found in the Foreword by Davies. Also interesting, the museum is currently working on a
multi-million dollar renovation and expansion project. See the following two articles: Chute, J.
(2014, March 14). MCASD names architect for expansion. Retrieved February 3, 2015, from
http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2014/mar/14/museum-of-contemporary-art-san-diegoarchitect/. Chute, J. (2015, February 14). An architect's unifying vision for MCASD. Retrieved
February 17, 2015, from http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2015/feb/14/museum-ofcontemporary-art-renovation-selldorf/.
44
Chute, J. (2012). MCASD's 'Very Large Array' celebrates regional artists. San Diego UnionTribune.
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Of particular interest is the collection’s significant increase of Tijuana artists
over the last ten years. Looking to discover more about those artists and their
works is what led to the closer examination of the previous exhibition initiated
by the MCASD from 2006-2007 – Strange New World Art and Design from
Tijuana / Extraño Mundo Nuevo Arte y Diseño Desde Tijuana. The following
table shows some specifics regarding the initially investigated larger group of
artists (see Figure 11).
Nr Artist
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Tijuana San-Diego

Acamonchi**
Amy*Adler
Wick*Alexander
Felipe*Almada**
Aaron*Anish
David*Antin
Eleanor*Antin
Mónica*Arreola*
David*Avalos**
John*Baldessari
Russell*W.*Baldwin
Mely*Barragán*
David*Baze
Barry*Bell
Adam*Belt
Doris*Bittar
Álvaro*Blancarte*
Robin*Bright
Tania*Candiani**
Kenneth*Capps
Fabián*Cereijido
Alida*Cervantes**
Enrique*Ciapara**
Becky*Cohen
Harold*Cohen
Janet*Cooling
Lael*Corbin
Hugo*Crosthwaite**
*Stephen*Curry
Einar*de*la*Torre**
Jamex*de*la*Torre**
Sergio*de*la*Torre**
Roman*de*Salvo
Brian*Dick

SNW

Nr Artist
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Steve*Fagin
Amanda*Farber
Manny*Farber
Lynn*Fayman
William*Feeney
Russell*Forester
Faiya*Fredman
Daniela*Gallois**
Robert*Ginder
Ethel*Greene
Mathieu*Gregoire
Raúl*Guerrero*
Helen*Harrison
Newton*Harrison
Joanne*Hayakawa
Louis*Hock
Suda*House
James*Hubbell
Robert*Irwin
Glenna*Jennings
Jay*Johnson
Scott*Kessler
Byron*Kim
Jesse*Lerner
Javier*Ramírez*Limón
Richard*A.*Lou
Jean*Lowe
James*Luna
Kim*MacConnel
Ana*Machado
Heather*Gwen*Martin
Julio*César*Morales*
Angeles*Moreno**
Richard*Allen*Morris

Tijuana San-Diego

SNW

Nr Artist
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102

Tijuana San-Diego

SNW

Anne*Mudge
Rubén*Ochoa
Victor*Ochoa**
Arthur*Ollman
Julio*Orozco**
Rubén*OrtizNTorres
Jaime*Ruiz*Otis**
Marta*Palau**
Patricia*Patterson
Victor*Payan
Iana*Quesnell
Marcos*Ramírez*ERRE*
Armando*Rascón*
Zandra*Rhodes
Salvador*Ricalde**
Philipp*Scholz*Rittermann
Gail*Roberts
John*Rogers
Daniel*Ruanova**
Deborah*Ruth
Niki*de*Saint*Phalle
Italo*Scanga
Allison*Schulnik
Reesey*Shaw
Ernest*Silva
Elizabeth*Sisco
James*Skalman
Deborah*Small
Haim*Steinbach
Torolab/Raúl*Cárdenas*Osuna*
Perry*Vasquez
Yvonne*Venegas**
James*Watts
Walter*Haase*Wojtyla.

Figure 11: Table. (2015). Tijuana / San Diego Artists in the MCASD
Permanent Collection.45
The table in Figure 11 outlines several pieces of information about the one
hundred two artists in The Very Large Array exhibition, which took place at the
MCASD from 2012 to 2014. All of these artists are in the museum’s
Permanent Collection. Blue indicates the artists linked to Tijuana. Green
refers to the artists linked to San Diego. Red points to the artists who
participated in the Strange New World (SNW) exhibition from 2006-2007. Of
all the artists who the museum links to Tijuana, only one of them – Javier
Ramírez Limón – did not exhibit in the Strange New World show.
2.3

Strange New World Art and Design From Tijuana

In 2006, at the height of what was considered a creative, artistic and overall
cultural boom in the city of Tijuana, which was being celebrated as the
45

Data was gathered from MCASD publications and compiled in this table by the author. See
the Bibliography for sources and Appendix A for a larger view.
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epitome of a postmodern World Cultural Mecca 46, the MCASD initiated an
exhibition devoted to art and design from Tijuana. This show was the largest
exhibition the institution had ever produced and it was the first of its kind
anywhere in the world to showcase artists from Tijuana.

Figure 12: Still 1. Retrieved from the Strange New World Exhibition Website.47

This exhibition received extensive support from the Mexican government as it
was considered a valuable opportunity to promote the cultural and economic
potential of Tijuana in a positive light. The show also facilitated diplomatic
efforts between the United States and Mexico with the opening taking place at
the Culture Institute of Mexico in Washington D.C. before travelling to San
Diego and Los Angeles. In addition, the museum received support from
numerous corporate and private funders including UBS AG, The Rockefeller

46

See Kun, J. (2012). Tijuana dreaming: Life and art at the global border. Durham, NC: Duke
University Press. p. 144.
47
The Strange New World exhibition website is an excellent source for further
contextualization and information. The artist and commercial graphic designer Ángeles
Moreno created it. Her work was also featured in the 2006-2007 exhibition. The website still
was retrieved from: http://anaimation.com/portfolio/strange_new_world/.
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Foundation and The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, as well as
many others.48
The museum’s chief curator for the project, Rachel Teagle, who holds a Ph.D.
in art history from Stanford University, spent at least three years researching
on both sides of the Tijuana/San Diego border to conceive of and prepare for
the show. In addition, she authored the substantial exhibition catalog. She
also commissioned the production of an interactive website featuring each of
the forty-one artists included in the exhibition (see Figures 12 and 13).49
Dr. Teagle was critically influential in the selection of most of the works that
make up the recent increase in the MCASD’s collection of Tijuana artists. As
stated previously, these were showcased from 2012-2014 in The Very Large
Array and were acquired through the artists’ participation in the Strange New
World exhibition beginning in 2006. Of the forty-one artists in Strange New
World, the works of twenty-seven of the artists are included in the Museum’s
permanent collection (see Figure 11). On the whole, the works reflect the
artists’ diverse interactions, interpretations and relationships with the urban
culture and setting of Tijuana.50
Along with the exhibition’s opening in 2006 Dr. Teagle gave an interview with
the San Diego Union-Tribune newspaper’s art critic, in which she spoke about
the artists, their work and the city of Tijuana:
I hope it’s another step toward launching them [the artists]. […] The
exhibition is about Tijuana and not about the border. It is about a shift
48

Teagle, R., & Art, S. (2006). Strange new world: Art and design from Tijuana= Extraño
nuevo mundo: Arte y diseño desde Tijuana. La Jolla, Calif.: Museum of Contemporary Art
San Diego. For more about the sponsors and supporters, see the catalog’s five Forewords
and the Acknowledgments section.
49
For more on Dr. Teagle – her work, the evolution of the Strange New World exhibition and
its catalog – see: Abramsky, S. (2013). Museum Builder. UC Davis Magazine, 30 (2). Pincus,
R. (2006). Tijuana Rising - Ambitious project at MCASD taps into city's 'irrepressible spirit'
San Diego Union-Tribune. Teagle, R., & Art, S. (2006).
50
For more descriptions of the artists’ work and the context of Tijuana, read Teagle, R., & Art,
S. (2006). Strange new world: Art and design from Tijuana= Extraño nuevo mundo: Arte y
diseño desde Tijuana. La Jolla, Calif.: Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego.
Also see reviews such as Elizabeth Malkin’s 2006 article in The New York Times, “Tijuana
Transforms into a Cultural Hotbed” and Dan Glaister’s 2006 article in The Guardian,
“Breaking Boundaries”.
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away from border art and toward issues of urbanism. Tijuana is the
town which globalization has made. It’s one of the major laboratories of
postmodernity, as Canclini said. It’s often been looked down upon as a
frontier town. […] And it’s been hard for Tijuana artists to gain
acceptance in Mexico City as in Los Angels and New York because it
is situated so close to the United States and so far from Mexico’s
centers. […] Though it is a big city, still, I am astounded by what a
small town it is. […] I’m often asked: Is there a Tijuana school or style?
I don’t think the scene is that mature yet. And I’m not sure if it would be
good if there were a Tijuana aesthetic. I hope people take to the
diversity of work on view. […] The show surveys forms of
experimentation. We wanted to look at what experimentation is taking
place and the nature of the experimentation. We’ve made a real effort
to represent a range of new issues. […] I hope they’ll [the public] see
that the senses of experimentation, the diversity, are signs of health.
This is a huge celebration and my hope is that more people will now go
to Tijuana for the art.51
Unfortunately, 2006 was also the beginning of a dramatic increase in violence
in Tijuana with the U.S. Department of State declaring an official Travel
Advisory and Warning about the U.S.-Mexico Border.52 “Homicides, cartel
shoot-outs and kidnappings became daily ordeals across the city from east to
west.”53 By 2008 Tijuana was the third most violent city in Mexico.54
Ultimately however, the oppressive violence would not destroy the artistic
spirit and source for inspiration. The ramifications of the harsh and dangerous
atmosphere, its devastation of tourism, the impact on the artists, as well as
their resilience is discussed further in Chapter Four.
51

Pincus, R. (2006). Tijuana Rising - Ambitious project at MCASD taps into city's
'irrepressible spirit' San Diego Union-Tribune. Retrieved February 26, 2015, from
http://legacy.utsandiego.com/news/features/20060514-9999-1a14tijuana.html.
52
For more details, see CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES MATAMOROS,
MEXICO. (2010, August 29). Retrieved on April 14, 2015 from
http://matamoros.usconsulate.gov/information_for_travelers/publicanouncements/tw082910.html.
53
Kun, J. (2012). Tijuana dreaming: Life and art at the global border. Durham, NC: Duke
University Press.	
  
54
Ibid.
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Figure 13: Still 2. Retrieved from the Strange New World Exhibition Website.55

2.4

What Has Happened to These Artists Since 2006?

To recap the focus of the inquiry, after learning more about this
groundbreaking exhibition, its proclaimed significance for artists from Tijuana
and its many contextual features, the pressing questions driving this inquiry
became clear – What has happened to these artists since the exhibition?
Have any of these forty-one artists been able to establish success in the art
world beyond being celebrated in this specific exhibition? If yes, have these
artists lost, sustained or increased their success in the art world since 2006?
Finally, can any specific criteria be identified that can influence and perhaps
even determine success for these artists?

55

Retrieved 3 February 2015 from: http://anaimation.com/web_projects/strange_new_world/.
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The following chapter outlines the methodology – including the materials,
tools and investigative approach, which were applied throughout this study in
an effort to answer these questions.
3

Methodology

This study is an attempt to quantify the subjective. In order to obtain a better
grasp of the professional career development and success levels of the
selected artists, the materials examined throughout this study are inspected
with two main tools: ArtFacts.Net and other critical information about the
artists’ careers aggregated from various sources. While being primarily
quantitative, the investigative approach also incorporates qualitative features,
such as interviews and written reviews as much as possible within the defined
scope of the analysis. The data analyzed include the artists’ rankings
according to ArtFacts.net, as well as available material collected from
published literature, the artists’ CVs, their websites, gallery websites and
numerous other media sources.56
In search for trends, patterns, commonalities and contrasts that may reveal
necessary criteria for artists to be successful, a number of features that are
considered essential to an artist’s CV were gathered for each artist and then
compared to their rankings on ArtFacts. These elements include: the artist’s
age, gender, citizenship, city of residency, education – including fellowships
and artist in residency programs, awards, gallery representation, exhibition
history, critical response, acquisitions of the artist’s work by collectors and the
artists’ activity levels – both current and in relevance to their art.57
3.1

Selection Process

As mentioned earlier, the process of selecting artists for this study began with
the 2012-2014 MCASD exhibition The Very Large Array. The focus then
became specifically centered on the artists from that initial group who were
56

Numerous sources of information were consulted including: artists’ CVs and websites,
gallery websites, books, journals, newspapers, magazines, blogs and published interviews.
See the Bibliography for more details and links.
57
To determine the essential features of an artist’s CV, the author reviewed as many CVs as
available for the selected group of artists in this study, as well as the CVs of other artists.
From there, the necessary features were identified. See the Bibliography for sources.
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linked to Tijuana. From there it was discovered that almost all of those artists
associated with Tijuana had been acquired by the museum for its permanent
collection as the result of the artists’ participation in the previous, 2006-2007
exhibition – Strange New World, which promoted forty-one artists.
3.2

ArtFacts.net

The question arose as to whether any of these artists had achieved greater
success in the art world beyond their recognition and celebration in the
Strange New World exhibition. In order to assess this quantitatively, it was
decided to utilize an established database as a tool that ranks artists and then
refer to the rankings as a benchmark with which to begin measuring the
artists’ success levels.
Initially Artprice, Artnet and Kunstkompass were looked into as possible
sources and tools for measurement.58 For the selection of artists focused on
in this study however, those three references were not applicable because
almost all the artists were not found in the databases. Moreover, those
sources aim to rank artists based on the sale price of their artworks obtained
on the market. Given therefore the lack of trade on the secondary market of
the artists pertaining to this inquiry, another tool had to be applied. In addition,
the focus here is on a level of success in the art world that is not necessarily
dependent on the monetary value of the artist’s work, but rather on her or his
critical footing in the art world. Consequently, an instrument was sought that
could evaluate artists’ success levels according to the quality of their
reputation.
In 2012, National Public Radio – NPR – writer Abigail Wick wrote about an
online portal called ArtFacts.net created by Marek Claassen, with whom she
58

See the following:
The Art Market's prices and images. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.artprice.com;
Fine Art, Decorative Art, and Design - The Art World Online: Artnet. (n.d.). Retrieved from
http://www.artnet.com; and Der Kunstkompass 2015. (n.d.). Retrieved 2015, from
http://www.zeitkunstverlag.de/?p=8368.
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also conducted an interview in which he explained the quality regarding artists
and their works that his company aims to quantify. The following is a portion
of Wick’s article:
With ArtFacts.net, Claassen is advancing a standardized method by
which to judge whether a living artist’s works will continue to harness
the “economy of attention” required to be a worthwhile long-term
investment. Works that gross the highest level of sales function as a
base-marker for how art is assigned worth value; traditionally, it is the
auction house that is the arbiter of market quality. Claassen, however,
claims auction sales are not a sufficient indicator.
“This isn’t enough,” he says. “Attention in the cultural world is an
economy unto itself, but one that functions with the same mechanisms
as capitalism.” It’s this very economy of attention that gallerists and
curators most crave: reputation.59
Since 2001, ArtFacts.Net has been gathering exhibition data on artists, which
is then used to assign points and rankings to the artists depending on the
prestige levels of the institutions hosting their exhibitions. Another determinate
to the level of ranking is the artists’ and their exhibitions’ associations with
other renowned artists.60
ArtFacts is not a perfect tool. The data gathered is largely dependent on
information fed to the database by players in the art world, or anyone for that
matter, who are willing to pay a subscription fee to have access.61 There is a
lot of information about artists that can be found for example on an artist’s
individual webpage, that has not been accounted for by ArtFacts. Another
59

Wick, A. (2012, May 30). 'ArtFacts.net': The Methodology And Controversy Of Marek
Claassen. Retrieved February 14, 2015, from
http://www.npr.org/blogs/nprberlinblog/2012/05/24/153633324/artfacts-net-the-methodologyand-controversy-of-marek-claasson.
60
For more about ArtFacts.net and how they determine artists’ rankings, see
http://www.artfacts.net/about_us_new/. Also see, Artfacts.Net Artist Ranking Explanation of
the System. (2005, January 13). Retrieved February 14, 2015, from
http://faculty.georgetown.edu/irvinem/visualarts/ArtMarket/ArtFacts-ArtistRanking-Forumula2005.pdf.
61
Wick, A. (2012, May 30). 'ArtFacts.net': The Methodology And Controversy Of Marek
Claassen. Retrieved February 14, 2015.
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limitation is that the organization is based in Berlin and London from where
the art world is primarily viewed by many through a Eurocentric perspective,
which, with the exception perhaps of New York, places higher value on
exhibitions held in major European cities and / or institutions, which are
subsequently ranked higher. Also questionable is that only a handful of
individuals are responsible at ArtFacts to authenticate, evaluate and monitor
the database, which contains approximately 475,000 artists and is growing.62
Understanding its limitations, ArtFacts.net was nevertheless chosen for the
purpose of this study and utilized as a tool to at least quantitatively establish a
baseline level of success for the target group of artists to be measured and
compared.63
3.3

Additional Materials

Given the limitations of ArtFacts and the fact that not all information about
artists has been collected in that database, this study also utilized additional
materials available about the artists through the form of their CVs, websites,
the various gallery websites found in connection to these artists, media
articles, and any other found published material, including interviews and
relevant literature. This was all gathered, interpreted and compared to the
rankings on ArtFacts in an effort to determine the level of and criteria for
success of the selected artists – both currently and over time.
3.4

Identifying Target Groups

As mentioned earlier, this inquiry began with a much larger group of artists
that progressively became smaller as the focus became more specific. The
investigation began with the one hundred two Tijuana/San Diego artists in The
62

For more information about the pros and cons of ArtFacts.net, including interviews with
Marek Claassen, consult the following: ArtFacts.Net Inside Information for your benefit. We
love Art. (n.d.). Retrieved April 1, 2015, from https://www.artfacts.net. Also see, Interview with
Marek Claassen, the director of artfacts.net. (2008, October 19). Retrieved February 14,
2015, from https://perifericbiennial.wordpress.com/2008/10/20/interview-with-with-marekclaassen-the-director-of-artfactsnet/.
63
Another useful source about ArtFacts and its comparison to Artprice, see Harris, J. (2011).
Globalization and Contemporary Art. Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell.
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Very Large Array exhibition of the MCASD’s permanent collection. The group
was then reduced to the forty-one artists who had participated in the 20062007 Strange New World exhibition. From there the target group became
even smaller to focus primarily on the twenty-six artists who had established
rankings according to ArtFacts since the 2006 exhibition. These twenty-six
artists were then examined in more detail.
3.5

Measuring Success

Once identified, the focus of the analysis became this smaller target group of
twenty-six artists who had both participated in the Strange New World
exhibition and had established rankings according to ArtFacts.Net. Then the
various factors considered essential to an artist’s CV were inventoried. In
combination, these factors were then examined in relation to each of the
twenty-six artists and compared to their ArtFacts rankings, both currently and
over time since 2006. The following chapter outlines the findings in more
detail and discusses the various elements.
4

Findings and Discussion

As a reminder, the purpose of this study was to first get an overview of the
forty-one artists who participated in the exhibition Strange New World Art and
Design from Tijuana that ran from February 2006 to April 2007. Secondly the
objective was to determine whether or not these artists had achieved success
in the art world beyond being celebrated in that particular exhibition. The
twenty-six artists who were then determined to have achieved greater
recognition, based primarily on having established rankings according to
ArtFacts, were then examined to assess whether they had lost, sustained or
increased success in the art world since 2006. Lastly, the aim was to discover
whether or not there were identifiable factors that influenced, if not determined
success for these artists.
From the forty-one artists who were included in the Strange New World
exhibition, twenty-six have achieved ranking status according to ArtFacts.64
64

The numbers were gathered from ArtFacts.Net Inside Information for your benefit. We love
Art. (n.d.). Last retrieved on April 15, 2015, from https://www.artfacts.net.
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Based on the analysis comparing data, the following outlines several findings
about these twenty-six artists, which primarily compares their ArtFacts
rankings to their CVs and activity levels according to available information
about each of them through their websites, gallery websites, various other
media sources, literature and personal interviews.65 Included in this inquiry is
consideration of the attention, exposure and promotion these artists have
received from critics, curators and dealers by reviewing available articles,
reviews and published interviews. 66
4.1

Heat Map – Artists’ Ranking Over Time 2006-2015

According to the data on ArtFacts, the ranking levels of the twenty-six artists
who have established a ranking were compared over a period of ten years –
from 2006 to 2015. The Heat Map shows how their rankings are distributed
and compare to each other over this time period (see Figure 14). The
spectrum of color from red to green shows the ranking distribution. The darker
red color indicates the higher rankings, whereas the darker green color
illustrates the lower rankings.
Trend%in%Ranking%
Rank%2006 Rank%2007 Rank%2008 Rank%2009 Rank%2010 Rank%2011 Rank%2012 Rank%2013 Rank%2014 Rank%2015
200662015
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31%
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Name%of%Artist

Figure 14: Heat Map. Artists’ Development on ArtFacts 2006-2015.67
65

See the Bibliography for sources regarding the published material mentioned, including
various sources for each of the original forty-one artists in the Strange New World exhibition.
66
Unless otherwise referenced, the tables and graphs illustrating data throughout this paper
are the author’s and reflect ranking numbers obtained from ArtFacts compared to data from
the various other published sources mentioned.
67
See Appendix A for a larger view.
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All twenty-six artists demonstrate a positive trend following the 2006-2007
Strange New World exhibition. This is attributed to the spike in ranking they
received for having been associated with that exhibition. The majority of these
artists however, decline in ranking afterwards.
4.2

Ranking in 2015 Compared to Changes from 2006-2015

From the twenty-six artists only six, according to ArtFacts, rank higher in 2015
than they did in 2006: Tania Candiani, Julio César Morales, Teddy Cruz,
Hugo Crosthwaite, David Avalos and Alida Cervantes. While these six artists
demonstrate a positive trend over the last ten years, it does not mean they are
presently trending positively or that they hold the highest rankings overall.
Over this period half of the twenty-six artists lost more than thirty percent of
their ranking level (see Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Graph. ArtFacts Rankings in 2015 Compared to Changes in
Ranking Between 2006-2015.

Among these six artists Tania Candiani and Teddy Cruz currently hold the
highest rankings with numbers ranging from as low as 7,932 for Teddy Cruz
and as high as 3,827 for Tania Candiani (see Figure 37). Note that the lower
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the number, the higher the ranking. Hugo Crosthwaite falls into a lowerranked group with a current ranking of 15,812 whereas David Avalos and
Alida Cervantes rank within an even lower group with 31,908 and 45,900
respectively (see Figure 37).
4.3

Biennale Participation

Five out of the six artists with rankings that are demonstrating a positive trend
according to ArtFacts have exhibited their work at a biennale. By comparison,
only six out of the fifteen artists with a negative trend have exhibited at a
biennale (see Figure 16). Participation in biennales is therefore valued. This is
not only the case for ArtFacts, which is merely reflecting the value placed on
exhibiting and the necessity for artists to do so in order to be seen.
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Figure 16: Graph. Comparing Artists' Biennale Participation with Rankings
2006-2015.

The more significant question remains about the association, location, quality
and status of the biennale. Mere participation in any biennale is not enough to
establish an artist firmly on the map of the art world. Rather, which biennale
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exactly an artist participates in can make a critical difference in the impact a
biennale exhibition has on an artist’s career and level of success.
In the case of Tania Candiani for example, she is representing Mexico at the
Venice Biennale in 2015. From the twenty-six artists who have achieved
ranking status, Candiani currently holds the highest position. Her trend will
most certainly remain positive and her ranking will increase as a result of her
association with the Venice Biennale this year.68
4.4

Gallery Representation

Fifty percent of the artists show their artwork in galleries. Regarding those
with a positive ranking trend according to ArtFacts, galleries represent four out
of the six artists. Nine out of the fifteen artists with a negative trend have also
exhibited in galleries (see Figure 17). Similar to the level of status and
influence of a biennale exhibition, the impact a gallery can have on an artist’s
career strongly depends on the specific gallery and where the artwork is
shown.
The four out of the six artists who demonstrate a positive trend according to
ArtFacts are represented by galleries in one or more of the following locations:
London, Los Angeles, New York and San Francisco. Gallery Luis De Jesus in
Los Angeles and Pierogi 2000 in New York represent the artist Hugo
Crosthwaite. Saatchi represents Alida Cervantes in London. Y Gallery
represents Tania Candiani in New York. She is also with Instituto de Visión in
Bogotá, Colombia. Julio César Morales is in San Francisco with Wendy
Norris.69 All of these galleries have also shown works in association with Art
Basel.70

68

Biennial Foundation. (n.d.). Retrieved March 20, 2015, from
http://www.biennialfoundation.org/2014/12/tania-candiani-and-luis-felipe-ortega-willrepresent-mexico-in-venice-2015/.
69
See Bibliography for Artist and Gallery Websites.
70
In addition to the artists’ personal and gallery websites, see Art Basel. (n.d.). Retrieved
March 14, 2015, from https://www.artbasel.com.
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Figure 17: Graph. Number of Galleries Compared to Change in Ranking
2006-2015.

4.5

City of Residence

Among the six artists trending positively on ArtFacts, only two live in Tijuana
(see Figure 18). Alida Cervantes and Hugo Crosthwaite state on their CVs
and websites that they are from and live in Tijuana. Closer investigation
however, reveals that while they may still have a connection to Tijuana and
frequently visit, they are both in fact based or at least strongly represented in
London and New York. Tania Candiani, who ranks the highest, is primarily
based in New York. Teddy Cruz resides in San Diego where he is a Professor
at the University of California. Julio César Morales has recently relocated from
San Francisco to Phoenix, Arizona where he is a curator at Arizona State
University’s art museum.71
The rankings of both Cruz and Morales remain high in spite of not living in a
predominant art center city. This may be attributed to their reputations and
rankings having been firmly established to such a degree that allows them the
71

Information about where artists are living and represented is found through various sources
listed in the Bibliography.
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flexibility to live elsewhere. This is also the case with Crosthwaite and
Cervantes who may be able to spend more time in Tijuana, or at least claim
they do, now that they have their galleries supporting and promoting them
from London, Los Angeles and New York.
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Figure 18: Graph. Artists' Current Cities of Residence Compared to Change in
Rankings 2006-2015.

4.6

California Education

Four out of the eleven artists who have a California education, and/or are
teaching at a California University, show a positive trend on ArtFacts over the
period of years from 2006-2015. Thirteen out of the fifteen artists without a
California education show a negative trend on ArtFacts from 2006-2015 (see
Figure 19). It appears that for this particular group of twenty-six artists, those
who have an education from a California institution are demonstrating greater
success.
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Figure 19: Graph. Influence of California Education on Artists’ Rankings.

The University of California system, especially the Visual Arts Department at
UCSD – the University of California in San Diego – appears to have strong
connections and significant influence among the artists, museums, galleries
and overall network in Southern California, as well as beyond. The MCASD
Director and CEO, Hugh Davies, is an associate professor there. Among the
six artists ranking positively, Teddy Cruz is a professor at UCSD. Alida
Cervantes earned both her Bachelor and Master of Fine Arts degrees at
UCSD. Marcos Ramirez ERRE has taught classes there. Ranking sixth in
2015, from the twenty-six artists in this study, Yvonne Venegas72 earned her
M.F.A. in Visual Arts at UCSD.73
The California State University system can also be significant for artists to
have an affiliation, especially on the west coast and in the greater Southwest
including Southern California in particular. Hugo Crosthwaite received his
72

For insights into Venegas’s work, see Yvonne Venegas: The Personal View of Things.
(2013). Retrieved February 25, 2015, from http://blog.leicacamera.com/photographers/interviews/yvonne-venegas-the-personal-view-of-things/.
Venegas is also the twin sister of musician Julieta Venegas. To better appreciate their
relationship and its influence, read Saad, S. (n.d.). Yvonne Julieta | Aleim Magazine Issue 4.
Retrieved May 1, 2015, from http://aleim.com/issue4/yvonne-julieta/.
73
See the Bibliography for the artists’ CVs with information regarding their various
educations.
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Bachelor of Arts degree in Applied Arts and Sciences through the School of
Art, Art History and Design at San Diego State University.74
Also influential in California are various schools of higher education that
specialize specifically in art education. Among them is the San Francisco Art
Institute where Julio César Morales earned his bachelor’s degree in Fine
Arts.75
4.7

Tania Candiani Compared to Marcos Ramírez ERRE

The scope of this paper does not allow for in-depth analysis of the artworks,
neither stylistically nor conceptually, of all the artists who originally
participated in the Strange New World exhibition from 2006-2007. Nor does
the purpose here allow for a complete look into the multitude of aesthetic
nuances attributable to each artist in the smaller group of twenty-six who have
established rankings according to ArtFacts since 2006. The focus here
remains on comparing the artists’ ArtFacts rankings to various criteria in order
to discover whether or not essential factors can be identified that contribute to
an artist becoming, maintaining and increasing success in the art world.
For the purpose however, of this inquiry’s focus on ascertaining whether or
not such factors exist, specifically in relation to an artist’s work, a closer look –
albeit still very limited – is given to two of the artists in particular: Tania
Candiani and Marcos Ramírez ERRE.
Both of these artists participated in the Strange New World exhibition from
2006-2007. The Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, among other
institutions and individuals, has acquired their work. According to their current
rankings on ArtFacts, both Candiani and ERRE are positioned in the top five
out of the twenty-six artists. Each was born in Mexico – Candiani (1974) in
Mexico City and ERRE (1961) in Tijuana.
Neither of these artists holds a bachelor’s or master’s degree in art. ERRE
studied law in Tijuana and after immigrating to the United States he worked as
74
75

Ibid.
Ibid.
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a carpenter for almost twenty years. During this time he became largely a selftaught artist and also received significant fellowships.76 Candiani studied
Letras – Writing and Language – at the UNAM (Universidad Nacional
Autónoma) in Mexico City. Having a strong natural talent and predilection for
art, Candiani was encouraged to pursue it.77 She was invited to participate in
a number of influential residencies and fellowships, which all supported her
artistic education and development.78
The main curators of the Strange New World exhibition – Museum Director
Hugh Davies and Museum Curator Rachel Teagle have both championed
these two artists by pushing for their participation in exhibitions as well as for
the acquisition of their work into the permanent collection (see Figures 22 and
27). Hugh Davies has particularly supported the career of ERRE. In 2000
Davies was instrumental in convincing the selection committee of the Whitney
Biennial to include ERRE.79 Conversely Rachel Teagle strongly began
advocating in 2002 for the inclusion of Tania Candiani in the MCASD’s Cerca
Series 80, which also eventually led to the artist’s participation in the Strange
New World exhibition.81
4.7.1 Marcos Ramírez ERRE
The artist who is often referred to as ERRE became more widely known and
is still perhaps most strongly associated with his installation piece Toy-an

76

For more about ERRE, see his website: http://marcosramirezerre.com/bio/?lang=en. Also
consult the following version of his CV that outlines details about his artistic education:
http://www.ninamenocal.com/site/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/ERRE-CV.pdf.
77
For more on Candiani’s background and the pivotal influence of Tijuana on the artist, see
the interview she gave with FAHRENHEIT Magazine published on YouTube in 2012:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K7k8UYiXKwM.	
  	
  
78
See Candiani’s website for more details: http://taniacandiani.com/cvabout.html.
79
Pincus, R. (2006). Tijuana Rising - Ambitious project at MCASD taps into city's
'irrepressible spirit' San Diego Union-Tribune.
80
According to www.mcasd.org, “Cerca is what surrounds you. It is the Spanish word for
things nearby, and also the process of bringing them closer. MCASD’s Cerca Series is a
signature program presenting new and existing artwork that addresses issues of Southern
California, Baja California, and beyond. Launched in 2002, the series identifies emerging
artists and experimental projects by established artists through solo exhibitions at the
Museum.” Retrieved on March 2, 2015 from http://www.mcasd.org/blog/mcasd-presentscerca-award-philipp-scholz-rittermann.
81
Pincus, R. (2006). Tijuana Rising - Ambitious project at MCASD taps into city's
'irrepressible spirit' San Diego Union-Tribune.
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Horse (see Figure 20) as part of the inSite 97 (anti) biennale.82 For that event
he constructed a 10 x 9 x 4.3 m wooden double-headed “Trojan Horse”, which
he positioned as a performance straddling both sides of the international
borderline at the San Ysidro Port of entry into the United States from Mexico
that separates the cities of Tijuana and San Diego.83 The two-headed
monument both physically and metaphorically connected as well as
challenged both sides of the border.

Figure 20: Photograph. (1997). Toy-an Horse by Marcos Ramírez ERRE. 84

82

As stated on UCSD’s Library website, “In 1992, inSite was formed, replacing Installation
Gallery. Created as a network of contemporary art programs and commissioned projects
among non-profit and public institutions, inSite explored public or contextual art practice in the
specific context of the San Diego-Tijuana border region”. To learn more, consult the inSite
Archive housed at the University of California in San Diego:
http://libraries.ucsd.edu/speccoll/findingaids/mss0707.html. Also see the 2009 presentation
given about inSite by the Executive Director Michael Krichman at The Art of Engagement
Symposium at the MCA Institute for Culture & Society in Sydney, Australia:
https://vimeo.com/20581617. Also very informative about inSite is Canclini, N., & Arce, J.M.V.
(2000). Intromisiones Compartidas: Arte Y Sociedad En La Frontera Mexico / Estados
Unidos. Tijuana.
83
For more on art at and engaged with the border, read: Klein, J. (2007). Performance, PostBorder Art, and Urban Geography. PAJ: A Journal of Performance and Art, 29(2), 31-39.
84
Retrieved from: http://danielhernandez.typepad.com/daniel_hernandez/2009/06/marcoserre-cecut.html. To learn more about ERRE’s Toy-an Horse and its connection to his other
works, watch the following interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgW8wVITLGk.
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In a 2014 interview with San Diego journalist Kinsee Morlan, ERRE reflected
on how he is strongly associated with Toy-an Horse and known as a border
artist:
I love it and I hate it. […] I cannot deny that it, in a way, defines me, but
I don’t want to be known for doing just one type of work. […] My work is
about ideas, sometimes about the border but not always.85
UCSD visual arts and writing lecturer Misael Diaz has reflected on ERRE’s
body of work:
His multi-disciplinary background shaped his practice, which has come
to be defined by clever visual arguments and masterfully crafted work
that maintains a poetic sensibility, even when leveling biting political
commentary.86
ERRE certainly has a sense of humor, which is more often that not
prominently reflected through his work. If one pays close attention however,
there is invariably a more serious – frequently political – undertone and
overtone to the subjects with which ERRE engages and the messages his
work communicates.
Last year for example, documented in the article by Morlan, ERRE
orchestrated an interactive chess game in which audience members were
asked to group themselves as Latinos and non-Latinos. Then they competed
against one another in a ten-minute match that replaced regular chess pieces
with stereotypical "white" and "nonwhite" bottles of alcohol (see Figure 21).
ERRE was quoted as saying, “The friendly match is aimed at breaking down
cultural barriers”.87
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Morlan, K. (2014, November 3). Marcos Ramírez Erre’s solo show goes beyond the border.
Retrieved March 7, 2015, from http://www.sdcitybeat.com/sandiego/article-13579-marcosramírez-erres-solo-show-goes-beyond-the-border.html.
86
Diaz, M. (2014, January 30). Marcos Ramirez ERRE on Oil, Soccer, and National
Sovereignty. Retrieved March 9, 2015, from http://www.kcet.org/arts/artbound/counties/losangeles/marcos-ramirez-erre-museum-of-latin-american-art.html.
87
Morlan, K. (2014, November 3). Marcos Ramírez Erre’s solo show goes beyond the border.
Retrieved March 7, 2015, from http://www.sdcitybeat.com/sandiego/article-13579-marcosramírez-erres-solo-show-goes-beyond-the-border.html.
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Figure 21: Photograph. (2014). Marcos Ramírez ERRE shown in the center.
Luis De Jesus, Los Angeles.88

Regarding the political qualities of his work, ERRE asserted the following:
People tell me, what you’re doing is more politics than art! Well that's
fine. If that's the label it needs to have then no problem! For me what's
important are the ideas that I work with. And I work them in this way
because I am supposed to be an artist, and many times I don't think I
quite achieve it, I don't end up making artwork, but if I am able to
stimulate minds, [raise] consciousness, great. The best thing I can do
is to present a reality I perceive to be true.89
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Retrieved from: http://www.sdcitybeat.com/sandiego/article-13579-marcosram%C3%ADrez-erres-solo-show-goes-beyond-the-border.html.
89
Diaz, M. (2014, January 30). Marcos Ramirez ERRE on Oil, Soccer, and National
Sovereignty. Retrieved March 9, 2015, from http://www.kcet.org/arts/artbound/counties/losangeles/marcos-ramirez-erre-museum-of-latin-american-art.html.
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Also striking, ERRE created a series of sixteen signpost sculptures called
Crossroads (see Figure 22) that he built between 2000-2013.

Figure 22: Photograph. Marcos Ramírez ERRE, Crossroads (Border Tijuana San Diego), 2003, aluminum, automotive paint, wood, vinyl. Collection
Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, Museum purchase.90
90

Retrieved from: https://www.mcasd.org/artists/marcos-ram%C3%ADrez-erre.
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Figure 23: Photograph. (2014). Delimitations. Marcos Ramírez ERRE and
David Taylor.91

More recently ERRE has been involved in a collaborative project with the
U.S.-American artist David Taylor in which the two have set out together
travelling from the Pacific Coast to the Gulf of Mexico. Along the way they are
erecting “forty-seven obelisk-shaped monuments forged out of galvanized
steel”92 to designate the past 1821 border between the United States and
Mexico (see Figures 23 and 24).
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Retrieved March 8, 2015 from: http://time.com/3813321/us-mexico-border-1821/.
Schwartz, M. (2014, November 20). Delimitations: Rethinking the U.S.-Mexican Border.
Retrieved March 1, 2015 from http://time.com/3813321/us-mexico-border-1821/. The
Schwartz article provides a useful overview of the project. Also see the artists’ website for
more details about the project, including photos and interviews: DELIMITATIONS. (n.d.).
Retrieved March 3, 2015, from http://delimitationsblog.tumblr.com.
92
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The previous historical boundary line shows how Mexico’s former territory
extended far north into what, since 1848, is now considered part of the United
States.93 The artists created the monuments to reference a somewhat similar
form to the markers made in 1851, which then indicated the border between
the United States and Mexico a few years after the U.S. acquired the land
(see Figures 25 and 26).

Figure 24: Delimitations Monument 1. (2014). ERRE and Taylor.94

93

Retrieved March 8, 2015 from: http://delimitationsblog.tumblr.com.
Retrieved March 8, 2015 from: http://time.com/3813321/us-mexico-border-1821/.
Especially insightful is the writing of Kate Bonansinga who writes about ERRE’s work in
comparison to Guy Debord, and his group of postwar Situationist International artists based in
Paris who coined the term “psycogeography”. For more on her comparison and interpretation,
see Bonansinga, K., & Lippard, L. (2014). Curating at the edge: Artists respond to the
U.S./Mexico border. Austin, Texas: University of Texas Press. In her analysis, Bonansinga
writes the following in relation to ERRE’s Crossroads: “The Situationists created inventive
strategies for exploring cities—and for jolting pedestrians into new, visceral awareness—as a
method of resistance to the alienation of modern existence. To them, how a place felt
determined its impact and meaning. […] ERRE’s art allies more with the intellect, with
semiotic analysis and with how the written word evokes significance, than it does with the
more emotive approach of the Situationists.”
For a guide to the sculpture garden at MCASD, including one of ERRE’s Crossroads, see:
http://www.mcasd.org/sites/default/files/files/11EDU012_Sculpture%20Garden%20Guide_v7.
pdf.
94
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Figure 25: Photograph. (1851). Marble monument that was erected to mark
the border between the United States and Mexico. U-T archives95

Figure 26: Photograph. (2014). “Family members huddle at the fence to talk to
loved ones living across the border.” Kainaz Amaria/NPR96

95

Retrieved March 8, 2015 from: http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2015/mar/23/chronologyus-mexican-border-tijuana-history/.
96
Retrieved March 8, 2015 from:
http://www.npr.org/sections/parallels/2014/03/28/295336798/born-from-the-border-tijuanagrows-in-new-ways.
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Today it may seem that the border between Mexico and the Unites States is
increasingly more fortified. In spite of the efforts however, by politicians and
vigilantes to solidify the separation between the two countries, floods of
people continue to flow back and forth across the border subsequently
strengthening the mutual interdependence of the two countries. Artists
continue to respond to this critical juncture and reflect its many
manifestations. Among its many attributes, the work of Marcos Ramírez
ERRE continues to poignantly expose the absurdity of attempting to fence
nature – neither life nor art can be contained for too long before seeking an
escape route.
4.7.2 Tania Candiani
The work of Tania Candiani also addresses borders and their convergence,
albeit more abstractly and not as obviously perhaps as that of ERRE’s. The
artist expresses herself through her own words:
My research processes take as starting point language, text, the
political implications of the domestic, of what is public and private, and
of “the others.”
Translate strategies amongst systems –linguistic, visual, phonic– and
practices, generates equivalences and associations, where there is a
constant nostalgia for the obsolete, that makes me consider the
discursive content of artifacts and on the former projections of future. In
this quest, I have gathered interdisciplinary work teams that contribute
from their diverse knowledge fields and specific skills to archive poetic
intersections amongst art and technology.
Textiles have been present in my work as tailoring, as a narrative
resource and as labor, socially embedded with meaning. Tailoring, as
design is a contact point with architecture, where the space distribution
of the plans as sewing patterns re-signifying the idea of inhabited
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space or the utopia of a space that could be inhabited.
My creative processes continue linked with language, and my intention
is increasingly oriented towards the materiality of sound, the idea of the
automaton, the possibilities of mechanisms and the sensible
experience with architecture.97
Candiani’s inspiration, vision and approach are strongly influenced by her
background in communication and language. Moreover, one of her many
strengths and defining qualities is her ability to harmonize with diverse
creative thinkers across boundaries to collaborate on projects.98

Figure 27: Photograph. Candiani (2004-2006). Familiar Protection Series.99
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Retrieved February 3, 2015 from: http://taniacandiani.com/cvabout.html.
See the following to hear Candiani speaking about her work:
TANIA CANDIANI EN LA TEORÍA DE LA ENTROPÍA (2013). Retrieved February 16, 2015,
from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8TDTFlkvGA.
99
Retrieved from http://www.taniacandiani.com/Works/projects/2004/proteccion.html.
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For the 2006-2007 Strange New World exhibition, Candiani recreated a site
specific-installation that echoed work she had previously created utilizing
household brooms as sculptural material (see Figure 27 – note this is not a
photo from the SNW Exhibition, but the work is quite similar and from the
same period). In the exhibition catalog, curator Rachel Teagle wrote the
following:
For this installation Candiani uses objects already embedded within a
history of gendered division of household labor. By converting common
brooms, womanly weapons of cleanliness and order, into defensive
armament, she re-inscribes them as feminine devices for protection
and attack and, by association, re-inscribes the home as a disputed
site of visible and invisible battles for territory and emotional
dominance.100
Candiani’s creative and conceptual use of domestic items stirs the viewer to
consider a common object from a new perspective. For Candiani, objects that
carry sound are especially meaningful and have the potential to cross borders
and facilitate connections.
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Teagle, R., & Art, S. (2006). Strange new world: Art and design from Tijuana = Extraño
nuevo mundo: Arte y diseño desde Tijuana. La Jolla, Calif.: Museum of Contemporary Art
San Diego. p. 154.	
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Figure 28: Photograph. Candiani. (2012). Five Variations and a Pause.101

In 2012 Candiani created Cinco variaciones de circunstancias fónicas y una
pausa (Five Variations on Phonic Circumstances and a Pause) for an
exhibition at the Laboratorio de Arte Alameda in Mexico City (see Figure

101

Retrieved from http://www.taniacandiani.com/Works/projects/2012/variaciones.html.
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28).102 The curator Karla Jasso who collaborated with Candiani on the project
described the vision, process and work as such:
As has been the case for some two years, our work perspective has
been inscribed within several branches of experimentation generated
by media archaeology. As such, the five variations the show stages
refer constantly to a number of communications model- and formattransformations that create tension in the relationship between
scientific knowledge and the human factor and additionally emphasize
the dislocation experience present in contemporary media’s expansive
range. Thus various disturbance elements are set in motion within the
peaceful space of the Laboratorio, where media act in programmed
and predetermined ways. […] Within all the twists and turns this
astonishment elicits, each of the variations activates probes into the
feelings of participants—who become aware of their personal
involvement in the poetics implicit to any transformation.103
This work orchestrated by Candiani contributed to her being honored in 2013
with the Award of Distinction by the Prix Ars Electronica, in the category of
Hybrid Arts. From there she went on in 2013 to produce a work called La
Magdalena (see Figures 29 and 30). This was in connection to a residency
she did in Honda, Tolima next to the shores of the Magdalena River. Candiani
reflected on the experience and work in an interview with guest curator José
Roca when she said the following:
Today, at a moment when many of us artists are trying to find links
between science and art, nature and culture once again assume a role
as the two standards that lend aesthetic proposals their intensity. In an
age dominated by the appropriation of nature, we know that it is art that
must resist, in its discourses, the possible normalization and
standardization of other social productions. Reactivating those
moments of intense dynamism between science and art can only leave
us with questions that depart from superficial layers or simple empirical
102
103

Retrieved from http://taniacandiani.com/Works/projects/2012/variaciones.html. 	
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observations in order to act as generators of creativity and promoters
of new aesthetic experience.104

Figure 29: Photograph. La Magdalena (2013). Tania Candiani.105

104
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Retrieved from http://www.taniacandiani.com/Works/projects/2013/lamagdalena.html.
Ibid.
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Figure 30: Photograph. La Magdalena. (2013). Close-up View. Tania
Candiani.106

Figure 31: Photograph. Language as Sound. Candiani. (2015).107
106

Retrieved from http://www.taniacandiani.com/Works/projects/2013/lamagdalena.html.
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4.7.3 Comparing Their Success Over Time
Both Tania Candiani and Marcos Ramírez ERRE utilize appropriation and the
reassignment of artifacts in their respective bodies of work. Through their own
styles, interpretations and expressions, the two artists address borders. Both
of them are immensely talented, intelligent and clever. Both artists are from
Mexico. They have each lived in and actively engaged with the cities of
Tijuana and San Diego, as well as the greater Bajalta California region.
Considering their career development and rankings according to ArtFacts
over the last ten years, it appears that ERRE has stumbled, while Candiani
has taken off and continues to rise (see Figure 32). There are several factors,
which may account for the differences that have contributed to the two artists’
varying degrees of success.
There is a thirteen-year age difference between ERRE and Candiani. Perhaps
this has allowed Candiani to have the edge of more time on her side to
develop, make connections and be more active in residencies and exhibitions.
Candiani’s work, even though it does often connote the confrontation,
crossing and interweaving of borders, is expressed in ways that are more
abstract than ERRE’s. Candiani’s art appears less politically obvious and is
therefore perhaps more universally resonate and relatable than the work of
ERRE (see Figure 31). Moreover, many of ERRE’s subjects continue to be
very site-specific to the physical, political and cultural border region between
Mexico and the United States. Candiani’s work on the other hand perhaps
reflects more collective themes that are not necessarily bound to a specific
place and time.
Last year Hans-Michael Herzog, the Artistic Director and Chief Curator of the
Daros Latin America Collection based in Zürich gave an interview at the
Foundation Beyeler in Basel.108 This was in connection to an exhibition the
107

Retrieved from: http://www.taniacandiani.com/Works/projects/2015/languagesound.html.
For more on the Daros Latin America Collection, which is considered the largest of its kind
in Europe, see http://www.daros-latinamerica.net/index_zh.php?i=941. For more about the
Foundation Beyeler, see http://www.fondationbeyeler.ch/en/Home.
108
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Beyeler was running with works from the Daros Collection. Herzog shared an
overview of the Daros mission and vision for the collection. Of particular note
in connection to this inquiry are the comments he made about what guides
Daros, and him, in terms of criteria when searching across Latin America for
artists and works to collect:
We started from scratch in the year 2000. […] It was quite easy to buy,
to make acquisitions because at the time, fifteen years almost ago,
nobody was really interested into Latin American Art. […] People even
declared us to be quite crazy to want to discover this terrain. And so
that was the start. It went quite well. Now, we do have like 1,100 works
by roughly 110 artists. […] What we are wanting is to include only
works of a certain quality, whatever quality of course means, and might
be. But that means works, which have not been done similarly in
another context before, for example. We do not have folkloristic works
or what maybe somebody might imagine about Latin America. […] It is
really international art what we are collecting. And, I want the artwork to
be able to speak to any audience in any future and any place of this
world. So that means I do not want to integrate anecdotal things, which
need a ten pages explanation. So, it’s just my criteria I used to apply
before in my former life as an art historian and curator. Of course I
adapted myself and I learned much more about Latin America, surely.
But, the main criteria always remain the same. […] Mostly those
artworks could have been generated anywhere. So they are really […],
of course you have a certain background – a personal background, but
well, this background you find anywhere and everywhere in the arts
always. And of course you can also find a cultural background, but you
would not assume to find out about that if you look at the work as a
formal thing. You could not say, this is Latin American, this is Asian,
not anymore.109
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Daros Latinamerica Collection at Fondation Beyeler - Interview with Hans-Michael Herzog.
(2014, February 21). Retrieved April 3, 2015, from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5UCYPHZNEtE.
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While the scope of this paper does not allow for a complete analysis of
Herzog’s statement, further consideration of his perspective is required
through a future inquiry into the perceptions and preferences of Herzog as
well as those shared, or not, by other collectors. Especially intriguing is the
inquiry into the impact collectors’ preferences may be having on what artists
around the globe are choosing to create. For now however, in relation to
Candiani and ERRE, Herzog’s comments may reveal a growing trend among
collectors’ aesthetic preferences for artworks that are not easily associated
with a specific place, time and culture. This may in turn help explain why an
artist like Candiani is garnering more positive attention by influential players in
the art world.
Returning to ERRE in regards to personal life factors for the artists, it is not to
be overlooked or underestimated the toll that a personal tragedy may have
instigated in somewhat stifling his career in comparison to that of Candiani’s.
In 2009 one of his sons was killed in an accident. The artist subsequently
became increasingly less active for quite some time as he retreated to his
home in Tijuana with his remaining family and community from where he only
exhibited sporadically.110 Beginning in the spring of 2013 however, ERRE had
his first solo exhibition with the Luis De Jesus Gallery in Los Angeles.111 From
there he started to be more active in the United States again, including his
collaborative pilgrimage with David Taylor. Museum Director Hugh Davies at
the MCA San Diego also continues to strongly advocate for and promote
ERRE. His work and persona are strongly celebrated and valued by that
institution.112
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The following was written in honor of ERRE’s son: http://merricklozano.com/marcos-isaacramirez-orozco. For a glimpse into the atmosphere of Tijuana and ERRE’s perspective, read
the following: Davis, M. (2009, May 5). Driving Through an Empty Tijuana in the Midst of the
Swine Flu. Retrieved 2015, from
http://www.alternet.org/story/139829/driving_through_an_empty_tijuana_in_the_midst_of_the
_swine_flu.
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Read a press release: Marcos Ramírez ERRE's first solo exhibition opens at Luis De
Jesus Los Angeles. (2013). Retrieved 2015, from http://artdaily.com/news/61793/MarcosRam-rez-ERRE-s-first-solo-exhibition-opens-at-Luis-De-Jesus-Los-Angeles#.VX87CWAwxbw.
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Among the examples of the MCASD highlighting ERRE’s work, is the following:
http://www.mcasd.org/events/artist’s-perspective.	
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In contrast to ERRE, since 2011 Tania Candiani has experienced a continual
number of significant and instrumental opportunities supporting her career:
In 2011, Candiani received a Guggenheim Fellowship and in 2013, the
Award of Distinction by the Prix Ars Electronica, in the category of
Hybrid Arts. Since 2012 she has been a member of the National
System of Art Creators, Mexico. She has participated in several artistin-residence programs including in Poland, [the] United Kingdom,
Austria, [the] USA, Colombia, Russia, Spain, Argentina, Slovenia,
Japan, Egypt, and Lithuania.113
Moreover, beginning May 9 of this year and running to November 22,
Candiani is representing Mexico at the Venice Biennale in collaboration with
Luis Felipe Ortega.114 This will certainly contribute to her positive trend on
ArtFacts. In addition, for many years, in spite of frequent travel and
international residencies, Candiani has been mainly based in New York.
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Figure 32: Graph. Success of Candiani Compared to ERRE. 2006-2015.
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4.8

More Findings – Influence of the Following

The following additional factors are also analyzed for their influence on artists’
success.
4.8.1 Age and Gender
Overall, the age and gender of the artists in this study do not appear to be
strongly relevant to their level of rankings on ArtFacts (see Figures 33 and
34). When taking a closer look however, by comparing artists of a smaller
group within the group and even contrasting solely a pair of artists, these
factors may indeed play a role.
The list of artists in Figure 33 indicates forty-two rather than forty-one because
originally in the Strange New World exhibition two of the ranking artists –
David Avalos and Victor Ochoa – were grouped as one in association with the
Border Art Workshop (BAW) which they co-founded.115
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For more on the history of and significance of BAW, see Chávez, P., & Diego, C. (1993).
La Frontera=The border: Art about the Mexico/United States border experience. San Diego:
Centro Cultural de la Raza and the Museum of Contemporary Art of San Diego. This is
greatly significant to the art, history and culture of Tijuana/San Diego and well as the larger
Bajalta California.
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Nr Artist
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Aaron'Soto
Acamonchi'(Gerardo'Yépiz)
Alida'Cervantes
Álvaro'Blancarte'Osuna
Ana'Machado
Ángeles'Moreno
Armando'Rascón
Benjamín'Serrano
bulbo'(Tijuana'based'Media'Collective'X'Now'Dignicraft)
Carmela'Castrejón'Diego
César'Hayashi
Charles'Glaubitz
Daniel'Ruanova
Daniela'Gallois
David'Avalos'(Founder'of'BAW)
Einar'and'Jamex'de'la'Torre
Enrique'Ciapara
Felipe'Almada
Giancarlo'Ruiz
Hugo'Crosthwaite
Jaime'Ruiz'Otis
Jorge'Gracia'(Gracia'Studio)
Julio'César'Morales
Julio'Orozco
Marcela'Guadiana
Marcos'Ramírez'ERRE
Marta'Palau
Mely'Barragán
Miguel'RoblesXDurán'and'Gabriela'Rendón
Mónica'Arreola
Oficina'3'(Daniel'Carrillo'and'Omar'Bernal)
Raúl'Guerrero
René'Peralta'(generica)
Salomón'Huerta
Salvador'V.'Ricalde
Sergio'de'la'Torre
Tania'Candiani
Teddy'Cruz
Torolab'(Raúl'Cárdenas'Osuna)
Victor'Ochoa'(CoXfounder'of'BAW)
Vidal'Pinto'Estrada
Yvonne'Venegas

Age

Sex

Country0of0Birth City0of0Birth

1972
1970
1972
1934
1969
1973
1956
1939

Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male

Mexico
Mexico
USA
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
USA
Mexico

Tijuana
Ensenada
San'Diego
Culiacán,'Sinaloa
Tijuana
Mexico'City
Calexico
Tijuana

1956
1959
1973
1976
1942
1947
1960
1972
1944
1972
1971
1976
1973
1966
1967
1970
1961
1934
1975
1975,'1976
1976
1975,'1973
1945
1968
1965
1975
1967
1974
1962
1969
1948
1939
1970

Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male/Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
France
USA
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Spain
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
USA
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
USA
Mexico
Guatemala
Mexico
USA
Mexico
USA

Tijuana
San'Miguel'Zapotitlán,'Sinaloa
Tijuana
Mexicali
France
San'Diego
Guadalajara,'Jalisco
Tijuana
Tijuana
Tijuana
Tijuana
Mexicali
Tijuana
Tijuana
Tijuana
Mexicali
Tijuana
Albesa,'Spain
Tijuana
Mexico'City'and'Monterrey,'Nuevo'Leon
Tijuana
Tijuana
Brawley
Tijuana
Tijuana
Tijuana
San'Diego
Mexico'City
Guatemala
Mazatlán,'Sinaloa
Los'Angeles
Tijuana
Los'Angeles

Figure 33: Table. More Data on Artists in the Strange New World Exhibition.

In terms of the artists among those demonstrating success or not, age does
not seem to be a determining factor. Both groups of artists who are trending
positively as well as negatively are between forty and seventy years old. The
positively trending artists range in age between forty-one and sixty-eight years
old. There does not appear to be a specific age range that supports higher
ranking and success according to ArtFacts. When looking closely however at
only two of the artists, as in the case of Tania Candiani and Marcos Ramírez
ERRE, the thirteen-year age difference may be a contributing factor. Being
that much younger may be giving Candiani an advantage over ERRE.
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Figure 34: Graph. Age and Gender of Artists Compared to 2015 Rankings.

The relevance of gender among this group of artists is questionable. Six out of
twenty-five* are women. (*The artist count here is twenty-five rather than
twenty-six because the artist collective group Bulbo is not included.) Two of
the six female artists demonstrate a positive trend. This is compared to four of
the nineteen male artists who reflect a positive trend. The women therefore
appear to be trending slightly better over time from 2006-2015 according to
ArtFacts.
4.8.2 Country of Birth
Seven of the twenty-five artists (Bulbo is not included), who are considered by
the MCASD as Tijuana artists, were in fact born in the United States. One of
the artists was born in Spain and one other in Guatemala. Sixteen of the
twenty-five were born in Mexico. Only nine of the twenty-six artists were
actually born in Tijuana (see Figures 33 and 35).
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Figure 35: Graph. Artists' Country of Birth Compared to Rankings.

Among this particular group of twenty-five artists, the artist’s country of birth
may play a role in their rankings. Out of the six artists with a positive trend on
ArtFacts from 2006-2015, four are from a country that is considered part of
Latin America. Three are from Mexico and one is from Guatemala.
Important to note – while the two remaining artists who demonstrate a positive
trend are from the USA, they were both born in San Diego, California. In spite
of its physical position north of the international borderline, this city is
nonetheless adjacent and rubbing up to the U.S.-Mexico border. As previously
highlighted, the city of San Diego is one of many cities along the border that
are undeniably rooted in an intercultural region of the United States that is
considered Latin American, both historically and presently.
Among this group of twenty-five artists who have been strongly associated
with Latin American Art it therefore appears to help having actually been born
in a country or region that is more widely or commonly considered part of
Latin America. Again, among the four highest-ranking artists, three are from
Mexico and one is from Guatemala (see Figure 35). Having therefore a clearly
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defined identity that can be easily linked to and perhaps branded as being
rooted in Latin America may support these artists.
4.8.3 Activity Level
It might seem obvious that the more active an artist is producing and
exhibiting, the greater chances for success and subsequent higher rankings
will be reflected on ArtFacts. Among these artists however, it appears that
quantity of activity and production does not necessarily translate to the quality
and resonance of their reputation in the art world (see Figure 36).
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Figure 36: Graph. Current Activity Compared to 2015 Rankings.

While it appears that the artists’ current amounts of activity may help to
establish a good ranking on ArtFacts, it is no guaranty. Twenty out of the
twenty-six artists demonstrate medium to high activity levels, but only five of
them reflect a positive trend over time on ArtFacts. Six out of the twenty-six
artists show low or no current activity. All of these artists, but one of them,
reflect a negative trend. A correlation therefore between activity – in terms of
production and exhibiting – with success in the art world highly depends on
where and with whom the artists are active.
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4.8.4 Collections & Curators
All of the top six artists who have demonstrated a positive trend since 2006
have been strongly supported and promoted by influential curators. In
addition, the works of these artists have been collected by museums, private
individuals and included in other important collections. All of the six, with the
exception of Teddy Cruz have also been included in the permanent collection
of the MCASD – Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego.
The absence of Teddy Cruz in the MCASD Collection is curious. Perhaps it is
because he is predominately an architect and may not be considered by the
museum to be a fine and / or contemporary artist. Cruz is however included in
the permanent collection of MOMA in New York, which certainly has
contributed to his strong reputation and steady rankings according to
ArtFacts.
4.9

Additional Considerations

In addition to the above findings and discussion already covered, the following
considers the remaining essential factors discovered through this inquiry.
4.9.1 When Tensions Become Too Much
As previously mentioned, the decision of the MCASD to initiate an exhibition
devoted entirely to artists engaged in Tijuana came at a time when the art
scene in Tijuana was thriving.116 In the early 2000s the border city was
receiving much attention from the art world and was considered a postmodern
cultural epicenter with great potential. In the year 2006 however, which
coincided with the launch of the Strange New World exhibition, violence in
Tijuana erupted due to increased activity among drug cartels and officials
vying for power. The artistic scene became caught in the crossfire, so to

116

See Kun, J. (2004). The New Border Aesthetic. The Los Angeles Times. Retrieved March
8, 2015, from http://articles.latimes.com/2004/jan/18/magazine/tm-tijuana03.
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speak, and began to suffer from the oppressive environment that ensued from
the violence.117 Many artists eventually chose to leave Tijuana.118
Over the last few years however, there have been signs that violence is
decreasing in Tijuana and a fruitful situation has begun to develop again.
Some of the artists are choosing to return to the city to contribute to their
home community by participating in this renewal and rejuvenation. Among
these artists are Daniel Ruanova and Mely Barragán. Moreover, Jaime Ruiz
Otis and Hugo Crosthwaite are also two of the artists who are actively
participating in the current and evolving Tijuana art scene.119 The majority of
the artists however, focused on in this inquiry are not living in Tijuana.
The following further considers the overall distribution of the twenty-six artists’
current rankings according to ArtFacts and attempts to group them.
4.9.2 Identifiable Groups
As stated before, forty-one artists were represented and celebrated in the
Strange New World exhibition from 2006-2007. Twenty-six of the artists have
since been able to establish a ranking according to ArtFacts. According to
their current rankings these artists can be distributed into four groups. For the
purpose of this discussion the groups are referred to by their color designation
(see Figure 37).
The common attributes of the green group, which consists of the artists with
the lowest rankings, are predominately their inactivity as artists. There is an
exception however with the artist called Acamonchi – Gerardo Yépiz.
According to his website and other available information, Acamonchi is indeed
quite active as an artist. He is a commercial graphic designer by profession
based in San Diego and he has been spending more time travelling to Mexico
City in order to strengthen connections with galleries and art institutions based
117

For more on this history and influence, read the following: Enrique Gili – Tijuana arts.
(n.d.). Retrieved March 3, 2015, from http://aeon.co/magazine/culture/enrique-gili-tijuanaarts/.
118
Watch the informative interview with artist Daniel Ruanova on Art and Violence in Tijuana:
https://vimeo.com/9804955.
119
For interviews with these artists, see: LA FRONTERA: Artists along the US Mexican
Border. (n.d.). Retrieved September 2, 2013, from http://borderartists.com.	
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there. As of April 2015, Acamonchi has in fact begun to reflect a positive trend
according to ArtFacts. Considering his increase in activity level, especially that
connected to Mexico City, it will be interesting to see whether or not his
ranking increases in the future.
Nr

Rank+on+ArtFacts+2015

Artist

1

3'827

Tania+Candiani

2

4'613

Julio+César+Morales

3

5'180

Marcos+Ramírez+ERRE

4

7'075

Torolab+(Raúl+Cárdenas+Osuna)

5

7'932

Teddy+Cruz

6

10'041

Yvonne+Venegas

7

10'149

Einar+and+Jamex+de+la+Torre

8

12'221

Salomón+Huerta

9

13'968

Jaime+Ruiz+Otis

10

15'812

Hugo+Crosthwaite

11

16'941

Sergio+de+la+Torre

12

23'501

Daniel+Ruanova

13

25'682

Marta+Palau

14

28'067

Raúl+Guerrero

15

31'908

David+Avalos+(Founder+of+BAW)

16

39'566

Mely+Barragán

17

45'900

Alida+Cervantes

18

53'587

bulbo

19

53'985

Álvaro+Blancarte+Osuna

20

56'571

Julio+Orozco

21

59'065

Victor+Ochoa+(Co]founder+of+BAW)

22

65'733

Charles+Glaubitz

23

73'500

Ana+Machado

24

80'372

Acamonchi+(Gerardo+Yépiz)

25

89'221

Salvador+V.+Ricalde

26

90'714

Armando+Rascón

Figure 37: Table and Graph. Identifiable Groups of Artists Based on ArtFacts
Rankings 2015.

The yellow group, which is positioned in ranking above the green, is made up
of artists who for the most part continue to be based in the Tijuana/San Diego
region. Alida Cervantes is an exception in that she is represented by Saatchi
in London and is currently an artist in residence fellow at Wellesley College in
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Boston, Massachusetts.120 It will also be interesting to watch whether or not
her rankings increase given her activity and support in the art world. Artists
Daniel Ruanova and Mely Barragán continue to live in Tijuana. Due to a no
longer tolerable increase in violence related to drug cartels, these two artists
chose to leave Tijuana and relocated for a time in Beijing where they initiated
a project to establish connections between the art scenes in the two cities.
Their decision to explore connections with China was also motivated by a
desire to orientate themselves away from the United States. With the more
recent decline in violence, Ruanova and Barragán have chosen to return to
Tijuana to participate in art and artists contributing to Tijuana’s community
renewal and strengthening its rejuvenation.121
The artists that make up the highest-ranking red and orange groups appear
quite eclectic. Their artistic styles and bodies of work vary greatly. Some of
them currently reside in or regularly visit the San Diego/Tijuana or Southwest
regions of the United States. All have lived or been strongly represented at
one time or another in a major art center. These artists represent a wide
range of ages and they are mixed in gender. Common among them is they
have been able to more firmly establish their reputations in the art world
through a variety of means. For all of these artists their exhibition activities
have been greatly influential. Gallery representation in critical art centers has
helped. Having their works in museum and private collections has contributed
to their success. For all it has been a combination of these factors.
While rooted in Mexico City and loyal to the art community of Tijuana/San
Diego, the artist who ranks the highest and continues to trend positively
according to ArtFacts – Tania Candiani – is based in New York where she has
been firmly established for quite some time.

120

Sources for current information about the artists are listed in the Bibliography.
See more about these artists through the project: LA FRONTERA: Artists along the US
Mexican Border. (n.d.). Retrieved September 2, 2013, from http://borderartists.com.
Also read: Deal, C. (2015, February 4). Tijuana To China and Back. San Diego Reader.
Retrieved February 8, 2015, from http://www.sandiegoreader.com/news/2015/feb/04/tijuanachina-and-back/, and Deal, C. (2012). We don’t belong to Mexico and we don’t belong to the
U.S. We are our own universe. San Diego Reader. Retrieved March 15, 2015, from
http://www.sandiegoreader.com/news/2012/nov/14/cover-we-dont-belong/.
121
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4.9.3 Identifying Success Criteria for Artists
As suggested in the introduction, any definition of success is subjective and
debatable. For the purpose of this analysis, success is considered through the
lens of artist rankings according to ArtFacts in order to establish a baseline.
Given the limitations of ArtFacts, additional consideration is given to other vital
information available about these artists – namely their exhibition activity and
critical response that has not been considered or inventoried by ArtFacts.
Given what seems essential for an artist’s CV, there does appear to be
necessary criteria for artists to meet in order to establish themselves in the art
world and have a competitive edge. Based on the analysis, the following
success criteria appear to play an important role in establishing and
supporting artists’ careers. Meeting these conditions may indeed determine
whether or not an artist can even begin to actually succeed in the art world.
Simply meeting these criteria alone however, is not enough for an artist to
achieve success. What is considered the ideal quality level of each of these
criteria is crucial in how much they individually and collectively contribute to
supporting an artist. Essentially – the more prestigious the specifics, which
are considered and valued to be for each of the criteria, the better an artist’s
meeting these criteria will support her or his reputation and subsequent
success. In other words, as described earlier, exhibiting for example does not
on its own result in an artist becoming successful, but rather where the exhibit
happens and with whom it is associated makes all the difference for an artist.
4.9.4 Ten Keys to Success
Based on the analysis of the twenty-six artists from the Strange New World
exhibition who have established a ranking on ArtFacts, the following ten
success criteria appear to have an important determining influence on
whether the artists have been able to establish, sustain and increase their
success.
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1. Create compelling work that is considered universally resonate.
2. Have the education. This may be through a formal arts institution or by
being invited to participate in prestigious residency programs and
fellowships. Whichever the case, the level of status associated with
these educational opportunities and the networking possibilities they
facilitate are paramount.
3. Have a clear identity – Brand – both artistically and culturally.
4. Have the support and promotion of influential curators.
5. Exhibit in places and with fellow artists who are renowned.
6. Participate in the prominent biennales.
7. Be written about in critical publications covering and promoting art and
artists.
8. Be represented by instrumental – ideally leading – galleries, especially
those participating in Art Basel.
9. Be collected by individuals and institutions that by association
strengthen the artist’s reputation.
10. Live in or at least frequent and be strongly represented in a city that is
considered an essential center for the art world. Especially, for the
artists focused on in this study, New York, London and Los Angeles
are significant.
All of these factors together contribute to whether an artist is able to achieve
success in the art world. Particularly significant is the degree to which they
each individually and collectively connect artists with the necessary and
influential personal, social and commercial networks – which most fatefully
are international and global – that lead to the experiences, people and
resources needed to best support and facilitate their careers.
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5

Conclusion

For anyone, most especially artists who are notoriously free spirited, a
definition of success is subjective and debatable. Furthermore, strategies for
achieving success can also vary depending on one’s interpretation and
objectives, as well as context. Nevertheless, however free an artist may wish
to live, if he or she wants to achieve success and have a sustainable career
as an artist, conventions remain and established standards dictate the degree
to which an artist can attain recognition. This investigation has revealed that
for artists, when the goal is to become successful on a global scale, specific
success criteria are identifiable and meeting them is necessary. Moreover,
when these conditions are met, they not only help establish, but also support
and increase an artist’s possibilities for greater success in the art world.
Artists who are from the Tijuana/San Diego region are faced with and
engaged in confronting borders. Principal among these is the physical
boundary line delineating the political and national separations between
Mexico and the United States. Additional borders however, which these artists
confront, also manifest beyond the obviously visible and physical. Artists are
challenged by limitations they encounter when attempting to achieve and build
success in the art world.
Obviously, perhaps, each and every artist cannot be equally successful in her
or his careers. Again, this depends on how success is defined. Nonetheless,
artistic creativity and talent alone are not enough to liberate the artist, render
the obstacles invisible and launch him or her ever higher into the stratosphere
of success. In spite of more potential for contact in today’s increasingly
globalized and interconnected world, a passport, both literally and figuratively,
is still required.
The success criteria identified through this study can be considered as the
visas artists need in order to gain access to opportunities that allow them to
be successful in their careers. While an artist may be able to be weaker in
fulfilling one of the standards, compensation needs to be made by being
strong in the majority of factors. Ideally, in order for artists to more greatly
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increase their chances for success, the artists need to aim towards meeting
all of the established conditions. Through fulfilling these criteria, artists obtain
the essential keys that open doors and connect them with prospects for
success that otherwise would be off-limits.
5.1

Suggestions for Further Research

More research is needed to replicate and develop this study. It is important to
examine whether or not the inquiry and methodology applies and is relevant
to other groups of artists associated with both similar and different exhibitions.
It would be particularly interesting to examine more closely the art scenes and
artists in all six pairs of major border cities along the US-Mexico Border (see
Appendix B for a table showing the twelve cities).
In addition, more qualitative research involving in-depth conversations with
the artists is essential in order to grasp a bigger picture and wider
appreciation for how artists individually define success for themselves.
Moreover, it could be fascinating to gather insights into the intriguing and
diverse views various artists may have of the art world and its market.
Especially interesting is the question of how perspectives vary depending on
where in the world an artist is based and in which culture he or she is most
firmly rooted. Specifically, how does a European-based and culturally oriented
artist, collector, dealer and scholar view Latin America, and so-called “Latin
American Art”, compared to how each of those participants in the art world
who are rooted in the Americas sees both themselves and European art, as
well as the various actors and art elsewhere on the globe.
Related to this is another persistent question needing further exploration –
How is globalization contributing to a homogenization of artistic production
around the world?
All of these questions call for further attention and inquiry.
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1 Acamonchi**
2 Amy*Adler
3 Wick*Alexander
4 Felipe*Almada**
5 Aaron*Anish
6 David*Antin
7 Eleanor*Antin
8 Mónica*Arreola*
9 David*Avalos**
10 John*Baldessari
11 Russell*W.*Baldwin
12 Mely*Barragán*
13 David*Baze
14 Barry*Bell
15 Adam*Belt
16 Doris*Bittar
17 Álvaro*Blancarte*
18 Robin*Bright
19 Tania*Candiani**
20 Kenneth*Capps
21 Fabián*Cereijido
22 Alida*Cervantes**
23 Enrique*Ciapara**
24 Becky*Cohen
25 Harold*Cohen
26 Janet*Cooling
27 Lael*Corbin
28 Hugo*Crosthwaite**
29 *Stephen*Curry
30 Einar*de*la*Torre**
31 Jamex*de*la*Torre**
32 Sergio*de*la*Torre**
33 Roman*de*Salvo
34 Brian*Dick

Nr Artist

Tijuana San-Diego

SNW
35 Steve*Fagin
36 Amanda*Farber
37 Manny*Farber
38 Lynn*Fayman
39 William*Feeney
40 Russell*Forester
41 Faiya*Fredman
42 Daniela*Gallois**
43 Robert*Ginder
44 Ethel*Greene
45 Mathieu*Gregoire
46 Raúl*Guerrero*
47 Helen*Harrison
48 Newton*Harrison
49 Joanne*Hayakawa
50 Louis*Hock
51 Suda*House
52 James*Hubbell
53 Robert*Irwin
54 Glenna*Jennings
55 Jay*Johnson
56 Scott*Kessler
57 Byron*Kim
58 Jesse*Lerner
59 Javier*Ramírez*Limón
60 Richard*A.*Lou
61 Jean*Lowe
62 James*Luna
63 Kim*MacConnel
64 Ana*Machado
65 Heather*Gwen*Martin
66 Julio*César*Morales*
67 Angeles*Moreno**
68 Richard*Allen*Morris

Nr Artist

Tijuana San-Diego

SNW
69 Anne*Mudge
70 Rubén*Ochoa
71 Victor*Ochoa**
72 Arthur*Ollman
73 Julio*Orozco**
74 Rubén*OrtizNTorres
75 Jaime*Ruiz*Otis**
76 Marta*Palau**
77 Patricia*Patterson
78 Victor*Payan
79 Iana*Quesnell
80 Marcos*Ramírez*ERRE*
81 Armando*Rascón*
82 Zandra*Rhodes
83 Salvador*Ricalde**
84 Philipp*Scholz*Rittermann
85 Gail*Roberts
86 John*Rogers
87 Daniel*Ruanova**
88 Deborah*Ruth
89 Niki*de*Saint*Phalle
90 Italo*Scanga
91 Allison*Schulnik
92 Reesey*Shaw
93 Ernest*Silva
94 Elizabeth*Sisco
95 James*Skalman
96 Deborah*Small
97 Haim*Steinbach
98 Torolab/Raúl*Cárdenas*Osuna*
99 Perry*Vasquez
100 Yvonne*Venegas**
101 James*Watts
102 Walter*Haase*Wojtyla.

Nr Artist

Tijuana San-Diego

SNW

Appendix A: Data on Artists – Enlarged View

Appendix A.1. Larger View of Table Showing San Diego and Tijuana Artists in
the MCASD Permanent Collection.
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Appendix A.2. Larger View of the Heat Map. Artists' Ranking and
Development 2006-2015
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Trend%in%Ranking%
Rank%2006 Rank%2007 Rank%2008 Rank%2009 Rank%2010 Rank%2011 Rank%2012 Rank%2013 Rank%2014 Rank%2015
200662015
Tania%Candiani
31%
5'543
5'209
4'999
5'957
5'265
5'927
5'879
4'037
4'127
3'827
Julio%César%Morales
4%
4'817
3'008
2'632
2'978
3'676
4'320
4'667
5'030
4'219
4'613
Marcos%Ramírez%ERRE
620%
4'303
3'570
3'375
4'068
4'793
4'745
5'544
5'881
4'852
5'180
Torolab%(Raúl%Cárdenas%Osuna)
697%
3'592
3'227
2'819
3'523
4'028
4'265
5'103
5'470
6'388
7'075
Teddy%Cruz
76%
33'145
10'302
7'540
7'104
8'129
9'431
6'295
7'205
7'524
7'932
Yvonne%Venegas
660%
6'259
5'924
6'842
7'420
8'526
10'665
10'611
10'631
9'398
10'041
Einar%and%Jamex%de%la%Torre
675%
5'813
5'744
4'923
6'298
6'022
6'678
6'300
7'656
9'367
10'149
Salomón%Huerta
6234%
3'663
4'171
3'389
3'977
4'917
5'332
6'755
8'689
10'659
12'221
Jaime%Ruiz%Otis
661%
8'653
6'969
7'581
7'730
6'467
7'837
8'733
10'220
12'585
13'968
Hugo%Crosthwaite
65%
45'407
24'498
18'947
22'567
17'693
20'554
15'114
13'642
15'330
15'812
Sergio%de%la%Torre
63%
16'428
7'801
9'799
10'249
12'624
12'651
11'901
12'822
15'443
16'941
Daniel%Ruanova
611%
21'187
13'014
14'996
14'331
16'722
20'037
19'689
18'496
21'773
23'501
Marta%Palau
610%
23'307
21'170
15'808
16'082
13'410
13'878
16'481
19'794
23'323
25'682
Raúl%Guerrero
637%
20'506
20'152
19'374
22'751
23'002
27'520
29'979
36'842
26'843
28'067
David%Avalos%(Founder%of%BAW)
1%
32'178
30'637
22'198
26'377
30'748
27'582
22'297
26'044
29'932
31'908
Mely%Barragán
6163%
15'017
10'851
13'398
16'270
19'410
23'547
22'959
28'323
34'358
39'566
Alida%Cervantes
47%
86'771
23'482
28'080
31'739
36'433
32'100
37'482
42'204
43'762
45'900
bulbo
6127%
23'584
13'845
14'618
17'520
21'111
25'101
30'400
37'170
45'729
53'587
Álvaro%Blancarte%Osuna
6227%
16'509
17'748
15'067
18'175
21'699
25'903
30'939
38'067
45'933
53'985
Julio%Orozco
6164%
21'423
13'152
16'014
18'743
22'332
26'549
32'162
39'344
48'345
56'571
Victor%Ochoa%(Co6founder%of%BAW)
650%
39'444
39'444
39'444
45'246
51'212
57'637
64'090
53'546
58'044
59'065
Charles%Glaubitz
6213%
20'993
24'319
26'509
31'159
30'043
35'470
41'332
49'326
57'799
65'733
Ana%Machado
630%
56'545
33'650
28'505
33'673
39'328
45'705
53'128
61'378
70'263
73'500
Acamonchi%(Gerardo%Yépiz)
622%
65'809
75'786
86'049
96'496 106'722
65'812
73'307
77'438
82'081
80'372
Salvador%V.%Ricalde
630%
68'490
37'436
44'437
51'401
59'719
67'052
72'110
79'563
86'842
89'221
Armando%Rascón
6536%
14'266
18'088
22'389
27'948
34'404
42'967
54'352
66'562
82'073
90'714

Name%of%Artist

Appendix B: Demographic Information for Tijuana/San Diego

FAST FACTS

San Diego Region
Jurisdiction Facts
Acres
2,727,030

Square miles
4,261.0

Incorporated
N/A

Population Trends (1980 - 2010)
1980
1,861,846

Total Population
Growth from Prior Period

1990
2,498,016
34%

2000
2,813,833
13%

2010
3,095,313
10%

Population Characteristics (2000 and 2010 Census)
2000
Hispanic
Non-Hispanic
White
Black
American Indian
Asian
Hawaiian & Pacific Islander
Other
Two or More Races
All Ethnic Groups

750,965
2,062,868
1,548,833
154,487
15,253
245,297
12,164
5,822
81,012
2,813,833

2010

Percent of

991,348
2,103,965
1,500,047
146,600
14,098
328,058
13,504
6,715
94,943
3,095,313

Total
32%
68%
48%
5%
< 1%
11%
< 1%
< 1%
3%
100%

Difference
Numeric
240,383
41,097
-48,786
-7,887
-1,155
82,761
1,340
893
13,931
281,480

Percent
32%
2%
-3%
-5%
-8%
34%
11%
15%
17%
10%

Median Household Income (2010 Estimates and 2000 Census)
2009 (current dollars)
2009 ($1999)
2000 ($1999)

$62,771
$44,772
$47,268

Housing Characteristics (2010 Estimates)
Total Housing Units
Occupied Housing Units
Vacant

1,149,426
1,068,797
80,629

100%
93%
7%

Preliminary 2050 Regional Growth Forecast
Population
Housing
Jobs (incl. military)
Source: SANDAG

2000
2,813,833
1,040,149
1,384,676

2020
3,535,000
1,262,488
1,619,615

2030
3,870,000
1,369,807
1,752,630
www.sandag.org

2040
4,163,688
1,457,545
1,877,668

2050
4,384,867
1,529,090
2,003,038

% Change
2000-2050
48%
40%
36%

last updated: October 2011
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San Diego and Tijuana At a Glance
Demographics
San Diego

Tijuana

Population

City (1,255,742 in 2002); County (2,918,254 in
2002)

1,292,993 (official)

Population Growth Rate

2.8%

4.9%

Median Age

33 years in 2000

24.8 years in 2000

Per Capita Income

$33,883 in 2001

$9,812 (on a purchase price parity basis)

Poverty Rate

12.4% (23.2% in Rainbow to
1.5% in Hidden Meadows) in 1999

18.4% in 2000 (those earning equivalent of 2
minimum wage or less)

Economy
San Diego

Tijuana

Gross Regional Product (GRP)

$126.2 billion in 2002

$10.1 billion in 2002

Unemployment Rate

4.3% in 2002

0.95% in 2000

Leading Industries

Life sciences, defense, tourism, trade, high-tech

Trade, Services, Electronics, Tourism
and some agriculture (less than 1% of total
GRP).

Leading private employers

Qualcomm, SAIC, Sempra Energy, Sony,
Kyocera, Pfizer Global Research &
Development, Callaway Golf, Sharp Healthcare,
Scripps Healthcare

Sony, Sanyo, Kyocera, Hitachi, Mashushita,
Samsung, Hyundai, Mattel, Honeywell, Pioneer
Speakers, Maxell, Douglas Furniture,
International Rectifier

Government Spending
San Diego

Tijuana

County/Municipal Government

US$1,554,540, 000 in 2002-2003

1,964,556,800 pesos in 2002
(US$179.5 million)1

Education

$26,896,000 in 2002-2003

Health

$264,530,000 in 2002-2003

33,972,000 pesos in 2002
(US$3.1 million)2

1Tijuana does not have a government entity directly in charge of education. Human Development Secretariat is responsible for some educational
programs. The Secretariat’s total budget for 2002 was 2,335,800 pesos.
2Does not include expenditure for Baja California’s Human Development Secretariat, which is responsible for some health programs.

Land Use/Regional Planning
San Diego

Tijuana

Population Density

259/km2 in 2000 census

1,114/km2

Urban Growth Rate

Will consume all land zoned for development by
2018

2.5 Hectares/day (will consume most
ecologically sensitive and agricultural
land by 2025)

Median Home Price

$410,000

$35,000.3

3Estimate based on Tijuana classified advertisements, February 2004.
Sources: Data for San Diego derived from San Diego Regional Economic Development Corporation’s San Diego Book of Facts, last updated May
2003, available (last accessed 3/5/04) at(http://www.signonsandiego.com/bookoffacts/2003/index.html), and US Census 2000
(http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/06/06073.html). Data for Tijuana derived from INEGI (National Statistics, Geography and Information Institute),
2001, Hispanic Marketing Council website (last accessed on 3/6/04), http://www.sandiegoadclub.com/hispanic.html, and the Municipality of Tijuana
government annual report, 2003.
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Appendix C: Personal Interviews
2 February 2015
Felicitas Rausch
Collection Manager
Daros Latinamerica AG
Zürich, Switzerland
12 February 2015
Leah Straub
Communications and Marketing Manager
Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, California
13 February 2015
Jill Dawsey
Curator, including of The Very Large Array exhibition
Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, CA
18 February 2015
Sara Solaimani
PhD Candidate & Curator
University of California San Diego, CA – Visual Arts Department
12 March 2015
Stine Albertsen
ArtFacts
Berlin & London
11 April 2015
Kirsten Aaboe
Former Member of the Artist Collective Las Comadres
Affiliated with Patricio Chávez and La Frontera = The border: Art about the
Mexico / United States border experience. San Diego: Centro Cultural de la
Raza and the MCASD
San Diego, California
15 April 2015
Larry Poteet
Attorney, Collector and Gallery Owner
Beyond the Border Fine Art Gallery
San Diego, California
20 April 2015
Luis De Jesus
Gallery Owner
Luis De Jesus
Los Angeles, California
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21 April 2015
Sergio De La Torre
Artist
San Francisco, California
22 April 2015
Andrea Hinteregger De Mayo
Gallery Owner and Curator
Christinger De Mayo
Zürich, Switzerland
30 April 2015
Mely Barragan & Daniel Ruanova
Artists
Tijuana, Mexico
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Final Words
Wind tugging at my sleeve
feet sinking into the sand
I stand at the edge where earth touches ocean
where the two overlap
a gentle coming together
at other times and places a violent clash. […]
1,950 mile-long open wound
dividing a pueblo, a culture,
running down the length of my body,
staking fence rods in my flesh,
splits me splits me
me raja me raja
This is my home
this thin edge of
barbwire.
But the skin of the earth is seamless.
The sea cannot be fenced,
el mar does not stop at borders.

Gloria Anzaldúa122
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